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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  2 0
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
September 19, 2003   FR IDAY
Panthers host
Redbirds
ISU’s explosive offense meets
Eastern’s stifling defense
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
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By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Pressing charges for a summer death ruled
homicide is now in the State’s Attorney’s hands.
Last Thursday, a coroner’s jury in Champaign
County ruled the summer car accident death of
Eastern student Sheila Sue Henson a homicide.
The homicide ruling is then submitted to the
state’s attorney in the county the accident
occurred.
“Depending on circumstances, sometimes they
will press charges and sometimes they won’t,”
Champaign Deputy Coroner Duane Northrup said.
“The state’s attorney does not have to prosecute
unless they feel there is enough evidence to prose-
cute a homicide.”
A homicide ruling means the jury viewed a death
occurred as the result of someone else’s actions.
“Homicide is not an actual offense, it’s a matter
of death,” Northrup said. “It can lead to different
charges, different forms, such as reckless homi-
cide or vehicular manslaughter.”
According to Illinois statutes, reckless homicide,
when the offender is under the influence of alcohol
or drugs, is punishable with three to 14 years
imprisonment.
Henson died June 21 at Carle Hospital in
Champaign from injuries sustained in a single-car
accident the night before on Illinois Route 316 in
Charleston.
At the Sept. 11 inquest, Detective Sgt. Tad
Freezeland of the Coles County Sheriff’s
Department,  reported the driver of the vehicle,
Trisia A. Jones, had a blood alcohol content of 0.22
percent along with the presence of cocaine in her
system. 
Henson was the only passenger in the car when Jones
drove it off the road.
Henson was air-lifted to Carle, where she was
pronounced dead less than eight hours later.
Bill Fabian, deputy coroner of Champaign
County, said Henson’s toxicology results showed a
0.14 blood alcohol content and evidence of opiates
and cocaine.
Henson was 34 when the accident occurred. She
is survived by her parents, Brenda Colman, Dan
McGrew and children Kasandra Sue Henson,
Kaleb Lee Kuhlman and Kodie Kristopher Henson.
Coles County Asst. State’s Attorney Duane
Deters has not yet offered comment.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
No charges
filed yet in
crash death
 State’s attorney will determine
whether to pursue action in homicide
Iron maiden
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O S  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Lorelei Sims, former Eastern graduate and owner of 5 Points Blacksmith located at 218 State St.,  works on a welding project
Thursday afternoon.
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
The appeals process for con-
victed murderer Anthony Mertz
is in its beginning phases and
could take up to ten years to
finalize.
Mertz, convicted and sen-
tenced to death in February, had
an initial execution date last
May 5 set by Judge Dale Cini.
The date was withdrawn when
Mertz’s defense team filed the
post-trial motion, beginning the
appeal process.
At each level a death sentence
can be upheld, an execution date
is issued.
“The court usually assigns an
execution date within months,”
said Ted Gottfried, state appel-
late defender. “But with defen-
dants filing appeals, it can take
about 10 years before all the
various appeals have ended.”
The state of Illinois is still
honoring the moratorium put
into place by former Gov.
George Ryan.
“I think the governor said he
would lift the moratorium when
there is fair and adequate
reform,” Gottfried said.
Executions in Illinois will con-
tinue when the trial and sentenc-
ing process is reformed.
Mertz’s trial level defense
team filed a post-trial motion
in March, within the 30-day
time limit, listing 190 errors
that allegedly occurred under
Cini.
Since Mertz’s case is a death
penalty case, it was automatical-
ly subject to appeal with the
Illinois Supreme Court.
“The court reporter will issue
a transcript; put together a
record of appeal,” Gottfried
said.
“One of our lawyers is
assigned to read and go over the
files, compiles a brief and files
it to the Supreme Court.”
Ferguson said the attorney for
the appellate defender’s office
is working on the brief. “They
received an extension until
some time in early November to
issue their brief,” he said. 
The state then files a
response.
Grounds of appeal must be
established and a date will be set
for oral arguments, in the form
of The State of Illinois v. Mertz.
During oral arguments, the
appellate defender and attorney
general will present their cases
of either why Mertz’s convic-
tion and sentence are unjusti-
fied, or how his crimes are wor-
thy of the sentence, respective-
ly.
“The state supreme court will
either grant relief or affirm the
trial court decision,” Gottfried
said.
If relief is granted, the case
will go back to trial court,
“before the same judge that did
the sentencing.”
Should the Supreme Court
honor the trial court decision,
the defender could appeal fed-
erally with constitutional viola-
tions.
“Most people with the death
penalty do that,” Gottfried said.
However, the U.S. Supreme
Court sees very few of the cases
turned over to it.
Mertz was convicted in
February of breaking into the
Charleston residence of fellow
Eastern student Shannon
McNamara, strangling her to
death with a washcloth and then
sexually assaulting and stab-
bing her in June 2001.
During the sentencing phase,
Mertz was connected to the
June 1999 murder of Charleston
resident Amy Warner, who suf-
fered injuries similar to
McNamara’s.
He was also linked to the Feb.
13, 2000 arson that destroyed an
apartment building at Fourth
Street and Buchanan Avenue.
Damage was then estimated at
$2.5 million.
Mertz was a nearby resident
and was quoted in regard to the
fire in the Feb. 14, 2000 edition
of The Daily Eastern News. 
City editor Carly Mullady can be
reached at LoisLayne83@aol.com
Mertz’s appeal submission extended to November
 Entire process could
take 10 years “...it can take about 10
years before all the
various appeals have
ended.”
—Ted Gottfried
By Amee Bohrer
F E A T U R E S  E D I T O R
The hands of Lorelei Sims are dirty, as
they have been for the last 11 years.  Not as
in a little bit muddy or moderately greasy,
but absolutely black with no reflection.
She’s been forging iron. 
There are several scars on her forearms
from chips of iron that accidentally landed
there during work; they are white, faded
and smooth. They don’t bother her in the
least.
When you’re a blacksmith, “you never
leave work without black on your hands,”
Sims said. “Visitors are forewarned.” 
But Sims never would have gotten into
welding if it hadn’t been for Cary Knoop,
the man who “turned me on to metal.” 
Knoop was her sculpture professor and
became her mentor. 
She later became a colleague of Knoop’s
wife,  Mary, when Sims became a
Charleston City Council member.
Mary says of Sims, “She’s very intelli-
gent and works very hard at being a coun-
cilwoman. She’s always been fair when
making a decision, as far as I’m con-
cerned.”
“She brings art to everything she does,
and she looks good dirty,” says Sim’s hus-
band  Mark McGrath. 
They were married one year ago May 29
after knowing each other only three
months. Both shared a common interest in
working with metal and they enjoy work-
ing on projects together. 
Her “smithy” studio as she refers to it, is
located at 218 State Street, near the Square
area and only a block from her home. 
It’s hard to miss.
A burnt orange-colored cinder block
building, it has green accents and blue
lined windows with yellow blinds. Rusted
iron railings and ornate gate pieces lean
against the side, with vines growing
between the curlings of the iron.  
There is a simple sign that proclaims,
“Blacksmith,” over the door, and a
Lorelei Sims, who has owned her
business for 10 years, stands
underneath an art and welding
project that she made and mount-
ed herself in the basement of Booth
Library.  Another two pieces are
displayed on the third floor of
Booth near the conference rooms.  
 City Council member Lorelei
Sims twists metal into art
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O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
REV IEW TH IS
Once Upon A Time in
Mexico
Sequel to Desperado heats up the screen
Page 7B
F A V O R I T E  F I V E
In memory of Johnny Cash Ben
Erwin and Ben Turner share their
favorite five songs from the Man
in Black

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M U S I C  R E V I E W S
David Bowie 
A Perfect Circle
The Raveonettes

Page 8B
M O V I E  R E V I E W S
Cabin Fever
Once Upon a Time in Mexico

Page 7B
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Green Jenkins, The Rural Kings, and
Lorenzo Goetz all in Charleston over
the weekend

Page 8B
Think globally,
act locally:
Charleston bookstore sells worldwide
Happy International Peace
Day on Sunday. Good thing it’s
not on Saturday, because what
the Panthers are going to do to
the Red Birds won’t be a pretty
thing.
Activities for Friday
 Party with the Panthers:
It’s at 5 p.m in the Campus Pond
Pavilion. People have often told
me they sit alone on a dock near
a lake or something, sipping
some iced tea and thinking,
“Man, one day I wish I could
adopt a runner.” This Friday you
can live that dream at “Adopt a
Runner,” a University Board
sponsored event. There’s no
sign up; just show up at the
pavilion.  There’s free soda and
giveaways.  Free food is only for
the first 20 people who arrive,
so climb on your adopted run-
ners back and hoof it on over
there. Riding crops are not pro-
vided.
Activities for Saturday
 The Eastern-ISU football
game: You really have to go to this
and of course the preceding tail-
gating party. The Army White
Band will perform at the party,
which starts at 11:30 a.m. until 1:15
p.m. The game starts at 1:30 p.m.
Just so ya’ll know, the tailgate area
must be cleared of people by 1:15
p.m. and cars parked there cannot
be removed until after the game.
Glass containers, kegs and other
“large receptacles designed to
hold multiple individual servings”
are not permitted. Pony kegs are
allowed. All people consuming
alcohol at the event must be at
least 21.
Activities for Sunday
 “The Italian Job”: It’s at 5 and
8 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.
Marky Mark Wahlberg, regret-
tably minus the famed “Funky
Bunch,” teams up with Edward
Norton, Charlize Theron and oth-
ers; explosions and helicopter
chases ensue. The event is spon-
sored by the UB.
Activities for Sunday
Celebrate International Peace
Day at the peace picnic: It’s at
1.p.m. at the Campus Pond
Pavilion. The event is put on by
Coles County for peace and jus-
tice. There’s going to be food and
scholarship applications for peace
conference in Indiana on Oct. 17-
19 titled “Media: Seeking the
truth”. It’s First Annual National
Plowshares Peace and Justice
Student Conference at
Manchester College. At least two
scholarships will be given out for
this.
Today
Partly cloudy
73º 43º
H I G H L O W
Saturday
Sunny
74º 5Oº
H I G H L O W
Sunday
Partly cloudy
78º 54º
H I G H L O W
Monday
Isolated T-storms
78º 55º
H I G H L O W
Tuesday
Cloudy/wind
65º 54º
H I G H L O W
Wednesday
Partly cloudy
74º 51º
H I G H L O W
Thursday
Partly cloudy
77º 55º
H I G H L O W
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Football and peace on horizon
W H A T ’ S
G O I N ’  O N
By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Dave Mast, a senior elementary education major, helps Brian Buesing, a senior mathematics major, capture a
wasp and put it into a jar. Jose Vargas, a junior business major, looks on.  
In Wednesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News , John Peters was identified as the president of Illinois
State University. He is president at Northern Illinois University.
The News regrets the error.
By Kathleen Gore
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Students might recognize Dan
Tosh from his work in Taco Bell
commercials.
The University Board is bring-
ing the comedian to Eastern
Friday night. 
Bill Welter, University Board
comedy coordinator, said Tosh is
definitely going to bring a lot of
laughs to Eastern. 
“The Dan Tosh show is going to
be really entertaining,” Welter
said.
Welter isn’t the only one who
thinks so. He said even last week-
end’s comedian Mimi Gonzales
spoke of Tosh after seeing a poster
of him.
“I thought it was interesting
that she commented on how funny
Dan is.” Welter said. “That’s great
how someone in the same profes-
sion speaks so highly of someone
they don’t even know.”
Tosh has quickly grown into one
of the most popular college acts
and visits more than 100 campus-
es a year. 
His show has been described as
“hilarious, energetic, clean, origi-
nal and really, really funny.” His
humor has paved his road to suc-
cess, landing him spots on
Letterman, Comedy Central and
E! Network. He has also hosted his
own late-night television show on
USA Network.
Tosh attended the University of
Central Florida before starting his
stand-up career, graduating with a
degree in finance and marketing.
He will perform at midnight
Friday at 7th Street Underground.
Preceding Tosh’s performance
there will be a breakfast bar at 11
p.m. The breakfast bar was a big
hit with students at last week’s
performance according to Welter. 
“There was a really positive
reaction from students,” he said. 
Students were given a survey to
fill out, ranking the breakfast bar
on a scale of one to five. 
“There were a high percentage
of students who ranked the break-
fast bar a four or a five.”
Along with the breakfast bar
there will also be the second part
of a raffle for tickets to the Wayne
Brady concert Oct. 11. Students
entered to win the tickets at last
week’s show. The actual drawing
is at the Tosh show. Winners must
be present to receive their tickets
which are valued at $20 each.
Comic of Taco Bell
fame performing
in union basement
Driving Under the Influence 
Nicholas C. Ludes, 20, was arrested Sept. 14 at the 1500 block of 9th
Street in Charleston on the charge of driving under the influence, cam-
pus police reports said.
Harassment by Telephone
It was reported Sept. 16 that an Eastern student had received
harassing telephone calls. The incident is under investigation, police
reports said. 
Hit and Run
It was reported Sept. 16 that a silver Chevrolet was struck by anoth-
er vehicle while it was parked in the campus S Lot. The incident is
under investigation, police reports said.
Theft 
It was reported Sept. 17 that an ATM card was stolen off campus and
used on the Eastern campus. The incident is under investigation,
police reports said. 
C O R R E C T I O N S
P O L I C E  B L O T T E R
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F A V O R I T E  F I V E
Johnny Cash songs
Ben Turner
Staff writer
He is also a
graduate student
in Technologies.
He can be reached
at elginben@hot-
mail.com
O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
Staff
Ben Erwin
Editorial page
editor
He is also a
senior journalism
and English
major.
He can be reached
at benerwin@hot-
mail.com
Turner’s picks:
5. Sam Hall (Appears on “American IV: The
Man Comes Around”) – Although it was
Johnny Cash’s cover of Nine Inch Nail’s
“Hurt” that got some mainstream rock radio
attention — while featuring a powerful video
and “Tear Stained Letter” that won him a
Grammy — “Sam Hall” has always been my
underappreciated, girl-next-door of JC’s final
recording. “Sam Hall” was originally adapted
from a Tex Ritter ballad, and Cash played it
live before recording it for his 1965 release,
“Sings the Ballads of the True West.” It’s a
spite-filled number about a gentleman who is
pushed into an act of rage, and the man him-
self sings, “I killed a man they said/and I
smashed in his head/and I left him laying
dead/damn his eyes.” The “American IV” ver-
sion is playful with a saloon-esque piano
accompanying the aged, but unmistakable
voice of JC. Before Sam Hall makes it to the
gallows, he has the final say with his former
love, Molly, the sheriff and the crowd, who
gather to watch him hang, as he tells them all
to damn their eyes. 
4. Rusty Cage (Appears on “Unchained”) –
Backed by Tom Petty and The
Heartbreakers, JC covers tunes by Beck,
Dean Martin and Petty. Yet, the most stun-
ning cover on his second release with produc-
er Rick Rubin is Soundgarden’s “Rusty
Cage.” On one of the many JC tribute pieces I
saw this past weekend, Rubin said he has had
artists tell him they feel as though they are
covering a Cash song after he covers them.
It’s doubtful Audioslave would ever cover
“Rusty Cage” anyway, but after Cash made it
his own, there would be no need. Pearl Jam
typically cited Neil Young as the godfather of
grunge, but JC still pulls it off. I would guess
many Cash fans who were not fans of the
Seattle sound probably thought “Rusty Cage”
was a Cash original before reading the liner
notes. The tune just has that JC vibe to it and
was a great addition to his 1996 release. 
3. Folsom Prison Blues (Appears on
“Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison”) – Originally
released in 1956 as JC’s second single with
Sun Records, “Folsom Prison Blues” was the
first sign that JC could bridge genres. But it
was its re-release as the lead-off track on “At
Folsom Prison” which elevated the song to
legendary status. Cash embraced the prison
environment and even visited famed San
Quentin to record another live album. “But I
shot a man in Reno, just to watch him die” is
one of the most powerful lyrics of Cash’s
career. He puts into words what I’m sure
many of us have wanted to do to a rival or oth-
erwise waste of space. Now put him in front
of an audience of inmates and imagine the
reaction. Well, actually, you can hear the reac-
tion for yourself. Just request “At Folsom
Prison” at the Mad Hatter’s Tea some night.
I’m sure the Edgars would be happy to spin
the vinyl for you. 
2. Don’t Take Your Guns to Town (Released
as a Columbia single, 1959) – By the end of the
50s, Cash was beginning to take ampheta-
mines in heavy doses as he was touring heav-
ily and playing a reported 300 shows a year.
Despite his frequent altered state, JC scored
one of the biggest hits of his career with
“Don’t Take Your Guns to Town,” released as
his second single for Columbia Records.
“Guns” climbed to the top of the country
charts and appeared on the pop counterpart.
The tune is a bit depressing as Billy Joe gets
gunned down before he can even draw. I
believe it’s about our conscience, or in this
case, Billy Joe’s mother’s words “don’t take
your guns to town son, leave your guns at
home Bill, don’t take your guns to town.”
Quite fittingly, Cash also makes his mother’s
words Bill’s last words. Youthful arrogance
will always prevail in the mind of those want-
ing to experience the world, but thankfully
not all of us meet the same fate as Billy Joe. 
1. The Ways of a Woman in Love (Released
as a single prior to the release of “Sings the
Songs that Made Him Famous”) – While this
was a cover of a tune co-authored by Charlie
Rich, it has become my favorite because it’s a
tale of a woman intoxicated by love.
Recorded with JC’s original backing band,
The Tennessee Two (Luther Perkins and
Marshall Grant), it’s a simple, yet insightful
tune. Let’s face it, women are the interesting
half of human existence. Men are simple and
easy, women are complex and creative. This
song reminds me of my dad and his many
opinions about women. It reminds me of the
vibe you get when you know she wants to get
to know you better. But it also reminds me of
seeing a female friend fall for someone, the
enjoyment of watching her turn on the
charm. Unfortunately, there’s also that empty
feeling, when she has moved on and you know
it. You miss those ways of a woman in love.
It’s this vibe that dominates the song. Cash
laments all the things that keep her on his
mind in trying to find a reason why he can’t
let go. It’s depressing only until the cycle
starts over again.
Erwin’s picks:
5. “Rusty Cage” from Cash’s 1996 album
“Unchained.” This song was recorded after
Soundgarden’s Chris Cornell met Cash and
professed his unlikely love of the man in
black. Cash, never one to shy away from cov-
ering any genre, took Cornell’s offer to
remake any Soundgarden tune Cash chose.
He took the raucous “Rusty Cage” and
applied a twangy, country swagger, befitting
the Soundgarden classic. Although he never
displayed Cornell’s vocal range or Kim
Thayil’s guitar histrionics, Cash’s cover
stands as a bridge between generations and
musical genres as grunge and a country punk
met for a brief moment of beautiful musical
serendipity. 
4. “A Boy Named Sue” from Cash’s 1969
album “Live at San Quentin.” One of Cash’s
most notorious tunes, “Sue,” is the story of,
coincidentally enough, a boy named Sue, who
goes on a quest to confront the father who
bestowed the wretched name upon him. As
Cash sings of Sue, “I grew up quick,/ And I
grew up mean,/ My fists got hard/ And my
wits got keen,” it’s easy to see why Cash’s
character became so bitter. Many speak on
Cash’s macabre undertones, but few
acknowledge his ability to tell poignant and
quirky stories about compelling characters.
While much of his music may have wallowed
in sorrow, “Sue” offered a chuckle and a peek
into Cash’s sardonic and dark sense of
humor. 
3. “Delia’s Gone” from Cash’s 2002 album
“American Recordings.” By 2002, Cash’s
voice had begun to ware and crack, and it
only added an ominous quality to his gradu-
ally weakening warble. “Delia’s Gone” spins
a tale of love gone wrong and a subsequent
murder. Cash’s crackling voice and simple
strumming belies the tune’s message as Cash
sings, “I went up to Memphis, and I met Delia
there,/ Found her in her parlor, and I tied
her to her chair.”  While other genres may
garner attention for lyrical content, Cash has
been subversive and nefarious long before
organizations like the PMRC or labels for
musical content ever existed.
2. “I Walk the Line” from Cash’s 1969
album “Live at San Quentin.” There’s a rea-
son “San Quentin” became Cash’s biggest-
selling and most well-known record, and it’s
because the concert was packed from begin-
ning to end with some of the greatest country
music ever recorded. Period. “I Walk the
Line” was indicative of Cash’s no-nonsense
style and came to epitomize the aesthetic for
which he became known. 
1. “Folsom Prison Blues” from Cash’s 1969
album “Live at San Quentin.” Again, it
sounds redundant to cite “Quentin,” but
Cash’s best sound was live, and “Quentin”
stands as one of the best live albums in music
history. It is from “Folsom Prison Blues” that
Cash uttered the immortal line “I shot a man
in Reno just to watch him die.” The song is
built on a typical country lick from the ‘50s or
‘60s and tells of Cash’s misadventures. 
He may have sung about murder, drug use
and infidelity, but the silencing of Cash’s
voice was incredibly tragic. Cash, along with
Robert Johnson, was one of music’s first true
“punks.” Unafraid to challenge social mores
or sexual taboos, Cash’s music bridged polit-
ical, socio-economic and racial boundaries at
a time when music was one of the only things
that could bring such diverging segments of
society together. With a monotone voice and
his monochromatic color scheme, Cash was
a cultural icon and is surely the only angel in
heaven wearing black head-to-toe, while
strumming a guitar alongside contempo-
raries like Waylon Jennings and Hank
Williams.
Next week’s Favorite Five topic is:
CELEBRITY CRUSHES.  E-mail us your
lists at eiuverge@hotmail.com
Village Rentals
~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3 bed apts, duplexes available
Call for an appt.
345-2516
Now Serves
BREAKFAST
Until 2PM EVERY SINGLE DAY
BIG NEWS!
7th & Madison–Downtown Charleston
Come Worship at
Southside Church of Christ
Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Bible Study - 9:30 am
Worship - 10:30 am
Evening Worship - 6:00 pm
Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326
Church Phone: 234-3702
Midweek Service
Sunday:
Showtime
Buffet & Restaurant
Welcome EIU Students
Clip this coupon for 10% off
A Hollywood Themed Dining Experience
Buffet Open for Lunch, Dinner, Sat-Sun Breakfast 8 a.m.
Sunday Brunch Buffet 10:30 - 2
*Plus full menu with Steaks & Seafood*
Coupon Valid to 9/30/2003* Not valid with other discounts
one coupon per visit per person
2100 Broadway
Ave.
Mattoon IL
234-4151
Sassy Scissors 820 Lincoln Ave
Welcome Back EIU Students
Let Us Be Your Haircare Specialists
Bring in your EIU card along with
this coupon and get a 
$2 discount on a haircut. walkins 
welcome or call 348-7968
$2.00
Welcome Back Students!
Present this coupon for $2 off your haircut
Ask about student frequent cutter card
after 5 haircuts with the same stylist
6th one is FREE
HAIRBENDERS II
1820 Mckinley Ave 345-6363
AIRPORT STEAKHOUSE
“HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TENDERLOIN”
open from 7am-8pm all week
• Breakfast All Day  • Burgers
• Homemade Pies  • Beef Sandwiches
1410 Airport Road   243-9433
Nicole Nicolas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
There was some new machinery in the
field behind Tarble Arts Center
Thursday.
On Eastern’s ROTC Day, people gath-
ered around to watch a UH-60
Blackhawk helicopter take off. The
blades spun progressively faster as
grass clippings swept out underneath
people when the helicopter lifted off the
ground. 
This is the first time the helicopter has
been at ROTC Day, an event at Eastern
since 1980. 
“Since then, over 180 cadets have
graduated,” said Maj. David John.
John said the event is not really a
recruitment tool.  Its primary service is
to show what ROTC has to offer.  
“It sounds like a good deal, the schol-
arship money and a lot of opportunities.
If you’re part of  the Army you can get a
job anywhere because they know you’re
a good person,” said Carolyn Frank, a
freshman elementary education major.
This is also the first time there has
been a World War II Jeep and other com-
bat equipment. The equipment included
guns, Germany Army jackets and hel-
mets. Looking across the street, students
could see ROTC cadets rappelling up
and down the wall.  
“The HMMWV (High Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle) is cool
and so is the Blackhawk helicopter. I like
the history of it all. I like to see it up
close,” said Andrew Wakefield, a fresh-
man history major.
Many students at Eastern are already
involved in ROTC and have experienced
things they never would have experi-
enced if it weren’t for ROTC.
“You get to try a whole bunch of things
like repelling, helicopter rides, shooting
guns, and it also helps out financially,”
said Cadet Rebecca Kowalski, a senior
biology major. 
The ROTC offered anyone a chance to
fire M-60 and M-16 guns and look inside
all the vehicles. 
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Universi ty  
Union 
Bowling
Lanes
Phone
581-7457
COSMIC
Bowling
Friday &
Saturday
Night
9:30-p.m.  - 12:30 a.m. LOCATION:
3 MILES EAST 
OF RT 130
ON RT 33
DRIVE IN PHONE:
618-455-3100
FAIRVIEW DRIVE IN
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
1st Feature: THE ITALIAN JOB (PG-13)
2nd Feature: OPEN RANGE (R)
Start 7:30 pm
Adults $4   Children $2
www.neweratheater.com
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N
M C A U L I F F E
Adam Bowen, a freshman history major,
scales down Klehm Hall Thursday after-
noon during the ROTC day in the Tarble
Arts field.  
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Sgt. 1st Class Stokes helps cadets scale down the wall of Klehm Hall, Thursday afternoon. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Aleta Smith, 10, of Charleston sits in an army helicopter, Thursday afternoon in the
Tarble Arts field.  
Eastern’s ROTC Day
ROTC flexes muscle, brings out toys for event
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By Kyle Shepley
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Location is everything, and
Bob Bertrand, owner of
Pensees’s Bookshop in
Charleston, knows why.
Bertrand, who sells 80 to 85
percent of his books to cus-
tomers over the Internet,said the
Charleston area is a great spot
for his business. 
“I like Charleston because of
its central location,” he said.
“You have Indianapolis, Chicago
and St. Louis; three major metro-
politan areas within driving
range. Plus, since I already reach
people globally with the Internet,
I can choose anywhere to run my
business.”
Although Bertrand’s business
sounds unique, he said the book
industry is very Internet-driven,
and a lot of people are selling
books out of their homes rather
than businesses.    
“Looking down the road, book-
stores may not be around,” says
Bertrand. “However, I like actu-
ally handling the book, and I
enjoy seeing people come in. But
I believe that you can’t succeed
without the Internet in this type
of business.”
He expressed that Charleston
is a lot cheaper than Chicago or
Champaign and that it is easy to
sell books in an area where there
are few bookstores around.  
Bertrand grew up in Chicago
and moved to Champaign, where
he started his business by selling
books on eBay as a hobby. Not only
did Bertrand sell books, he also
was interested in buying and col-
lecting. Eventually, he ran out of
storage space for all of his books.
As a result, Bertrand moved to
Charleston and opened his book-
store on the northeast corner of
the town square last summer.
Bertrand’s store is named
after a 17th century French book
titled “Pensees” by T. S. Eliot.
Bertrand said the word means
“thoughts or ideas.”
Pensees’s Bookshop contains a
large variety of books, but spe-
cializes in academic books relat-
ed to history, philosophy, theolo-
gy and religion. Many of the
books are out of print. He also
sells art, ephemeras and “basi-
cally anything that has a relation
to the world of books.”
Bertrand said he likes to sell
his books to a more educated
audience. It’s difficult for him to
describe his average customer,
since it’s hard to look at demo-
graphics when using the Internet.  
“I imagine a lot of students and
professors buy my books, since
there are more nonfiction, aca-
demic books,” says Bertrand. 
Also, the bookstore can repair
damaged books and preserve
them to their original appear-
ance as best as possible. 
People interested in buying
online from Pensees’s Bookshop
can type the bookstore’s name on
any of the following search
engines and specifically look at
Bertrand’s inventory of books: abe-
books.com, amazon.com, half.com
and bookfinder.com. Also, check
out their website at: www.abe-
books.com/home/PENSEES.
Bertrand suggests individuals
should buy from him because he
offers some of the lowest prices
for the books he sells.
“I do comparative pricing with
almost 95 percent of my books
and price them within the lowest
tier online,” says Bertrand.   
Bertrand uses a “grading book”
to describe the condition of the
book to prospective customers so
they know what the book will look
like once it arrives in the mail.
Also, if anyone is trying to find
a particular book, he will do the
legwork for the individual for a
$5 searching fee.
Although the store’s sales are
primarily done through the
Internet, Bertrand invites people
to stop by the 501 7th St. store.
The store’s hours are 10 am to 6
pm Monday through Thursday.
Bertrand advises students to
network at all times.  He said,
“The key to business is network-
ing. You have to establish other
business relationships and make
sure you know the trade.”
Bookstore on the Square operates widely on the Internet
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
Park Place
ROOMMATES WANTED
SPRING OPENINGS
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts.
I I
, ,    t .
Apartments
Youngstown Apartments
-1 & 2 Bedrooms
Available Spring
Semester
-Central Air
-Fully Furnished
-Garbage Disposal
-Dishwashers
-Decks
-3 Laundry
Facilities
345-2363
Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH
Vegetarian Food
Homemade Soups
European Pastries
Sandwiches on homemade bread
European Coffee
Specialty Entrees----Daily
*5% off w/ this Ad & Student ID!
Last Saturday of each month - Fine Dining
348-7733
Mon 10-5
Cooking Class Monday Evenings
Tues-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-5
German Fried Potatoes & Apple Pancakes
Unless
Fine Dining
615 Monroe
Charleston
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 7:00, 9:20 SAT SUN 2:15
S.W.A.T. (PG-13) Daily 6:45, 9:30 SAT SUN 2:00
DICKIE ROBERTS:  FORMER CHILD STAR (PG13) Daily 5:00,
7:40, 10:05 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
COLD CREEK MANOR (R) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 10:00  SAT SUN
MAT 1:30
CABIN FEVER (R) Daily 5:30, 8:00, 10:20 SAT SUN MAT 2:15
FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS (PG-13) Daily 3:45, 6:30, 9:30 SAT
SUN 12:45
MATCHSTICK MEN (PG-13) Daily 4:45, 7:30, 10:10 SAT SUN
MAT 1:45
ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO (R) Daily 5:15, 7:50, 10:15
SAT SUN MAT 2:30
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG)  Daily 4:00, 6:45, 9:15  SAT SUN
MAT 1:00
UNDERWORLD (NR) Daily 4:15, 7:00, 9:45 SAT SUN MAT
1:15
Culligan Bottled Water Special
Get a refrigerated dispenser free for the first
month and 3 - 5 bottles of Culligan water free!
Redeem at:
Culligan Water
914 18th St.
Charleston, IL 61920
217-348-0159
800-252-0159
OIL CHANGE, LUBE & FILTER
KENDALL or MOBILE OIL
VANS, TRUCKS & SUV’s $18.95
FREE Winter, Tire, & Safety Inspection
Charleston   417 Madison Ave.   345-2130
must present coupon   expires 9/30/03
and Auto Service Inc.
$12.95
ADVERTISE
581-2816
In the DEN
Don’t rely on luck alone ...
in The Daily Eastern News
ADVERTISE
For candidates, stop on the talk show circuit part of the race
NEW YORK (AP) — Forget
newsmaker interviews with Tom
Brokaw and Dan Rather. These
days, candidates are more likely
to trade barbs with Jay Leno or
Oprah Winfrey, believing the
more effective route to voters is
on entertainment shows rather
than traditional news programs.
Consider just one week on the
campaign trail.
John Edwards previews his
presidential campaign kickoff on
Comedy Central’s “The Daily
Show.” Arnold Schwarzenegger,
who has shown some aversion to
candidates’ debates, talks to
Winfrey about his bid for
California governor.
And in a blurring of the line
between political reality and tele-
vised fiction, Democrat Howard
Dean uses a quip fed to him on
HBO’s “K Street” in a real presi-
dential debate.
“We used to worry about poli-
tics and entertainment merging,”
said Robert Lichter, president of
the Center for Media and Public
Affairs in Washington. “Now it
looks like entertainment is swal-
lowing politics.”
Politics and entertainment are
two professions that crave atten-
tion, making a crossover
inevitable. In the past, political
appearances were largely cameos
— candidate Richard Nixon inton-
ing, “Sock it to me?” on “Laugh-In”
in 1968, or Bill Clinton showing his
prowess with a saxophone on “The
Arsenio Hall Show” in 1992.
In recent years, however, candi-
dates have found it hard to get air-
time on news programs while the
entertainment shows provide
larger audiences, the promise of
longer programming and the pos-
sibility of easier questions. The
appearances often are mutually
beneficial.
When Schwarzenegger
announced his candidacy to Jay
Leno on the “Tonight” show this
summer, it was an event, drawing
the late-night show’s second
biggest audience of the year.
Politicians who appear on the
shows usually engender good feel-
ings from the audience and plenty
of applause — unless they’re real-
ly stiff, said Jon Stewart, host of
“The Daily Show.”
“I can’t imagine anyone lauding
Churchill’s legacy as, yes, he ral-
lied England during its darkest
hours but, also, tremendous ribald
wit,” Stewart said. “Great leader-
ship, as far as I know, doesn’t
require that you go toe to toe with
pranksters, but for some reason,
they feel that it adds to their elec-
tability.”
James Carville, political con-
sultant, CNN “Crossfire” host and
one of the stars of “K Street,”
summed up the situation facing
today’s candidates.
“If I’m running a campaign and
I have a choice for my candidate
— you can go to an editorial board
or on Oprah Winfrey — you’d go to
Oprah Winfrey now,” Carville
said.
“Twenty years ago, you’d go to
the editorial board,” he said. “The
campaigns are doing nothing but
responding to what’s happening.”
In the premiere episode of “K
Street,” it was Carville, playing a
political consultant, prepping
presidential candidate Dean for
an upcoming debate sponsored by
the Congressional Black Caucus.
Many of Dean’s supporters are
white, and some political experts
have questioned whether the for-
mer governor of Vermont could
attract minority voters. Vermont
is nearly 98 percent white.
Carville suggested that Dean
use the line that if population were
any guide, Sen. Trent Lott of
Mississippi would be Martin
Luther King Jr. The candidate did
just that in the debate.
Asked if the head-spinning mar-
riage of fiction and real life
seemed undignified, Carville
scoffed at the notion, arguing that
Dean’s appearance in the HBO
season opener reinforced the per-
ception that the front-runner is a
hot candidate, and one, who
despite his reputation for occa-
sional testiness, can take and
deliver a joke.
Edwards, the North Carolina
senator, used his appearance
Monday night on “The Daily
Show” to joke about his second-
tier standing. The next day, he for-
mally announced his candidacy
but was overshadowed by news of
Wesley Clark’s entry into the
Democratic primary.
“I don’t know if you’ve seen the
polls, but I think it will be news to
some people that I will be running
for president,” Edwards said.
While politicians pursue enter-
tainment venues, many news
shows are passing on politics to
focus on show business, with few
programs resembling the staid
reports by Walter Cronkite, or
Chet Huntley and David Brinkley.
“Traditional news outlets don’t
have the same hard news feel to
them,” said Stewart Bailey, execu-
tive producer of “The Daily
Show.” “They’ve become enter-
tainment. When NBC News hires
’Access Hollywood’ to do an inter-
view with Jennifer Lopez, that’s
not a big distinction.”
The popularity of TV reality
shows also has broken down the
barrier between politics and
entertainment, Lichter said.
“Every step seems absurd, and
a year later seems normal,” he
said. “The line of what is appro-
priate keeps seeming to be mov-
ing.”
He added: “This is really pro-
foundly depressing.”
“I don’t know if you’ve
seen the polls, but I
think it will be news to
some people that I’m
running for president.”
—John Edwards
“I imagine a lot of 
students and
teachers buy my
books, since there are
more nonfiction, 
academic books.”
—Bob Bertrand
Expecting the unexpected is
what I came to live by this past
summer. 
Toiling as a copy editor for the
Arlington Heights-based newspa-
per Daily Herald, bracing myself
for unorthodox, disturbing and
downright goofy news was some-
thing I did on a regular basis.
Because Daily Herald zones,
meaning it caters to a barrage of
Chicago suburban counties by
furnishing localized editions of
the newspaper to each area’s
readers, night editors essentially
are informed on the glut of the
state’s news in a single night.
As a copy editor, rimming sto-
ries for all of the counties each
evening is commonplace.
By the time the dog days of
summer hit, I became to privy to
editing sickening reports such as
a father videotaping a young
teen in the privacy of her home
by concealing a camera within a
lava lamp he sold her, or a teen
striking his sibling with a meat
cleaver.      
But as much as I became
accustomed to editing heart-
breaking or quirky news stories,
never for one second did I think
one of the stories I would tackle
and tweak would hit home in
such a heart-wrenching manner.
Since my hometown is a zone
covered by the Daily Herald,
occasionally I would recognize a
familiar name or two in print,
albeit in the police blotter or in a
soft news story.  
In the moonlight hours one
soggy evening my Herald friend,
who worked as the cops night
reporter at our bureau, informed
me a young woman was hospital-
ized with head trauma and in
critical condition after a semi-
trailer truck plowed into her car
in my hometown.
Accustomed to the most
melancholy of stories, I jokingly
said I probably knew the person,
which I presumed was very
unlikely since my town has a
population exceeding 200,000.
But after the reporter stum-
bled over the pronunciation of
the woman’s last name I nearly
choked in disbelief. The young
woman was a cheerful and car-
ing person I had become well
acquainted with in high school
after sitting through four
painstaking years of French
class with her and also assisting
special education classes beside
her and her boyfriend. 
Less than an hour after I had
heard the paralyzing news, the
hospital informed us she had
died. Frozen in fear and shock, I
cringed as I sifted through our
network’s photos of her mangled
car from the crash. Luckily, I
was fortunate not to have to pagi-
nate the page the report on her
death would appear.
Quite frankly though, I was
astonished at what an impact her
death had on me. After attending
the wake and seeing the cutesy
photos of her as a sticky-fin-
gered toddler and at other stages
in her life, my perspective on life
seemed to shift only slightly, but
nonetheless distinctly. 
Right from the get-go I had
found myself dreading the 40-
minute commute to work and the
road-ragers that came along with
it, stressing myself out over my
productivity at work and snap-
ping at friends and family over
petty ordeals. 
In turn, I had allowed myself
to get so consumed by my own
self-centered interests and goals
that I forgotten what was really
important, as cliche as that
might sound. 
My high school pal’s death was
the turning point of the summer,
and as it rapidly wound down I
let my guard down a bit, appreci-
ated the little free time with
friends that remained and ulti-
mately clamored to translate my
selfishness into selflessness. 
Unfortunately, sometimes we
all need a wake up call in the
most jarring fashion to help us
get our priorities in order and to
give us a fresh perspective on
our lives. 
That’s not always the case
however. Changing for the better
and adopting a fresh perspective
is something we are all capable
of doing if we just take things in
stride, look for the similar in the
dissimilar, don’t let our work eat
us alive and live just a little more
courageously.
Lou Hencken has earned quite a few things
during his interim presidency at Eastern. He won
the praise of faculty, staff and students for navi-
gating the university through a daunting budget
crunch with compassion and accessibility. He
received a pretty sweet raise when the first presi-
dential search failed. He was The Daily Eastern
News’s 2002 Person of the Year.
But when Hencken vacates his office at the end
of this academic year, he deserves one more
reward.
All of Eastern’s offi-
cial presidents have had
their service to the uni-
versity commemorated
with a portrait hung in
the president’s office
and the 1895 Room of
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. An
interim president’s por-
trait, however, has never
been commissioned --
but then, Eastern has
never had an interim
president before Hencken.
When Carol Surles left the office after two
years, in 2001, to pursue treatment for breast can-
cer, Hencken, then vice president for student
affairs, stepped up. The first year of his presiden-
cy was a tumultuous one. The state’s budget was
in great peril as cuts seemed necessary and immi-
nent. Within weeks of Hencken taking office,
America suffered its worst terrorist attack ever.
Enrollment had been slipping for years.
Without missing a beat, Hencken guided the
university through troubled waters. He kept lines
of communication open with all consituents, ask-
ing advice and keeping everyone informed. Staff
cuts and tuition increases were kept to a livable
minimum, and the focus was kept on preserving
academic quality.
He also welcomed the two biggest freshman
classes in university history to Eastern, thanks to
an enrollment drive he spearheaded.
Hencken has been an ideal leader through
tough times as well as times of celebration. The
“interim” tag is incidental; Hencken approaches
his job with the same dedication, skill and good
humor that his replacement will need to survive.
Eastern should start making plans now to rec-
ognize Hencken’s contributions to the university
with a portrait alongside the university’s other
eight presidents. The fact his appointment is tem-
porary has done nothing to hinder his leadership,
and it shouldn’t affect the way we see him either.
It’s the least we can do to say thanks.
I just wanted to respond to
the article printed in the
Sept, 16 issue of The Daily
Eastern News concerning
the over-abundance of park-
ing tickets that have been
issued out this semester.  
The article mentioned the
reasoning behind the abun-
dance was due to underclass-
men getting "used to" where
they can and cannot park. 
I'd like to offer an alter-
nate suggestion. If you were
to take a look at the actual
amount of lots that are
offered to students, you'd
find very few. The ratio of
staff to student lots is ridicu-
lous in comparison to the
ratio of actual staff members
with cars to students with
cars. 
Now, I understand the
logic behind not allowing
underclassmen privilege
when it comes to parking,
even if they've paid an arm
and a leg to obtain a permit,
because I am of the dying
breed–the upperclassman.  
I think it's ridiculous you
have to pay so much money
to get a permit and then
you're not even allotted a
parking space. Perhaps if the
university funded more
worthwhile causes, such as a
parking garage, the "parking
ticket epidemic" would
diminish. 
The students provide
enough money in parking
tickets alone to allow for this
alteration. I also find it ironic
that as a member of the stu-
dent body I am contributing
to the salary of all staff
members and I get no
reprise besides an occasional
parking ticket slapped upon
my windshield. 
I don't see what makes a
staff member more worthy
than an upperclassman. I
believe we should have equal
parking privilege.  
There have been many
days when I have driven by a
staff lot and seen numerous
vacated spots being terribly
abused. It appears the uni-
versity has limited student
lots in anticipation of receiv-
ing funding from those who
are ticketed.
Melissa Hedlund 
a senior biological sciences
and psychology major
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Karen Kirr
Warbler editor in
chief  and
monthly 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Kirr also is an
senior 
journalism
major 
She can be reached
at
kekirr@eiu.edu
Grasping a fresh perspective
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Sell fewer permits or provide parking
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“My high school pal’s
death was the turning
point of the summer,
and as it rapidly wound
down I let my guard
down a bit, appreciated
the little free time with
friends that remained...”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Eastern holds a 
policy of hanging
portraits of all 
presidents in the
Union, but this policy
excludes current
interim president Lou
Hencken.
Our stance
Hencken has done a
great deal for the
university in his
tenure and deserves
the same honor of
other presidents.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Hencken
deserving
of honor
Somewhere in Washington...
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Business 
a little 
sour?
call 581-2816
FREE CRISIS-INTERVENTION TRAINING
Sexual Assault Counseling
& Information Service
seeks caring volunteers to work with 
victims of sexual assault.
Training begins September 28  
Call office 348-5033 from 8am - 5pm Mon-Fri
Or e-mail sacisch@consolidated.net
FRIDAY @
7th Heaven
10-Close
$3.50 Zoo’s
Best Damn Band Period!!!
Saturday:
$2.50 Jagger Shots
DJ Spider 9-Close
Sunday:
NFL TICKET
Every Game All Day
25¢ Hot Dogs  25¢ Nachos
Free Chili
Karaoke 7pm-11pm
Advertise In The DenAdvertise In The Den!
Fall In Love Today!
Douglas Hall pioneers lower utility
bills with lights-out afternoons
By Stephen Haas
STAFF WRITER
Ryan Siegel wants to turn the lights
off in residence halls all over campus.
Siegel, a junior physics major and
Residence Hall Association member,
thinks he has found a way to save the
university money by turning the lights
down in campus residence halls dur-
ing the peak hours of the day.
“We have control over our lights,”
Siegel said. “It’s an easy way to cut
expenses.” 
Siegel’s idea is being tested in
Douglas Hall where the lights in the
hallways are now dimmed from noon
to 4:00 p.m.
“We are saving the school roughly
$65.13 a month,” Siegel said.
Douglas Hall Council is supporting
the initiative during a two-week test
run which started on Monday. After
the two weeks is up, the council will
decide whether dimming the lights
works, or if it needs to be looked at
again.
The initiative only affects hallways,
not individual rooms. One out of every
three lights stays on, just like during
quiet hours.
Micah Kleinschmidt, junior finance
major and Resident Assistant on the
third floor of Douglas, said that the
lights are still on, just dim.
Siegel estimated that if all of the
residence halls followed this plan, it
could save the university around $500
a month, or $6,000 a year.
“But that’s just a rough estimate,”
Siegel said.
He said university administration
have not been notified about the light-
ing plans.
Residents in Douglas Hall have
mixed reactions, but Siegel said safety
issues have not come up yet.
“It seems to be going pretty well,”
Kleinschmidt said. “I haven’t heard
any negative feedback from the
floor.”
Siegel, who lives on Kleinscmidt’s
floor, said people have just noticed a
difference and questioned it.
“When they hear that it saves
money, they seem to be all right with
it,” Siegel said.
Brian McNichols, a freshman busi-
ness major, thinks it is a good idea.
“It’s not like you can’t see,”
McNichols said. “As long as you can
see in the bathroom, that’s all you real-
ly need.”
Jeff Denney, a freshman pre-medi-
cine major, lives on the second floor.
“It doesn’t bother me,” Denney said.
“It’s no big deal.”
There are some people that don’t
like the idea.
Mike Stenoish, junior biology
major and Resident Assistant for
the first floor of Douglas, is not
happy about it.
Stenoish said that with the lack
of natural light on the bottom floor,
which is partially underground, the
initiative doesn’t work well for
him.
“I’m not a big fan,” Stenoish said.
“It’s way too dark down here.”
If their initiative works, Siegel and
the Douglas Hall Council plan to pres-
ent the idea to RHA.
“We’re not going to demand it,”
Siegel said, “just give it as a sugges-
tion for other halls to save money.”
Siegel and Kleinschmidt said they
don’t know of any other schools or
groups that have tried anything like
this.
“If it works,” Siegel said. “I’d like to
send it to other schools and national
college magazines.”
Siegel said he has always been
interested in energy conservation.
“Everyone wants to save money,”
he said.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
The lights in Douglas Hall are dimmed during the middle of the
day in an initiative to save the university money. The Douglas
Hall Council will save the university about $65 a month by dim-
ming the lights.
“When they hear it 
saves money, they 
seem to be all right 
with it.”
—Ryan Siegel
Budget council to elect new chair, executive committee
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Council on University
Planning and Budget will elect
a new chair and executive com-
mittee Friday.
“This is our transitional
meeting,” said Bob Augustine,
dean of the graduate school and
last year’s CUPB chair, of the
first meeting of the semester.
Anyone can serve as the
CUPB chair, Augustine says,
but positions on the various
executive subcommittees
(Academic Affairs, Business
Affairs, Student Affairs,
External Relations,
Presidential and Budget
Transfer) must be associated
with the respective depart-
ments.
Augustine said the positions
will be filled by those present
at Friday’s meeting, and  nomi-
nations and voting will take
place on the floor. 
The CUPB consists of 37 vot-
ing members and nine non-vot-
ing members. The CUPB has
two roles, Augustine said. One
is to listen to the various cam-
pus departments’ budget
requests and provide feedback,
and the other is to create long-
term plans for the university.
“It was a challenging year for
all the members,” Augustine
said in reflection. “It was a
tough year to do it because of
budget cuts, and no one ever
likes to prioritize budget cuts.”
Also on the CUPB’s agenda:
• A report from the five
administrative subcommittees
• A report on the budget from
the Legislative Action Team, a
Student Government group that
lobbies for Eastern in
Springfield.
• The dispersal of a study
listing the council’s views of
Eastern’s strengths, weakness-
es, opportunities and threats.
Augustine said the list is meant
to help with university plan-
ning.
Blair Lord, vice president for
academic affairs, also serves as
the chairman to his depart-
ment’s subcommittee. He said
his committee attempts to meet
separately once a month to go
over the CUPB agenda. He
expects most of the reports
Friday to be brief because some
of the subcommittee positions
are not filled.
“The report will be quite
short, which is probably what
you’ll find with the others,”
Lord said.
A report on the university
budget will be similar to the
one delivered to the Board of
Trustees at their June 23 meet-
ing, Budget Director Jim
Shonkwiler said.
At that June meeting, Jeff
Cooley, vice president for busi-
ness affairs, reported to the
BOT Eastern’s total Fiscal Year
2004 budget at $146.4 million,
an 0.8 percent or $1.23 million
increase from the previous fis-
cal year.
“That’s the point where we
took the snap shot of the budg-
et,” Shonkwiler said. “So that’s
what we want — to make sure
the faculty have consistent
information with what was
given to the BOT.”
Shonkwiler said the budget
has changed since June, but to
redo those estimates that
change on a day-to-day basis
would require “lots of extra
work.”
Administration Editor Tim Martin
can be reached at
noles_acc@yahoo.com
“That’s what we want –
to make sure the 
faculty have 
consistent information
with what was given to
the BOT.”
—Jim Shonkwiler
 Governing board 
readies for another tough
fiscal year
 Hallway lights dimmed
earlier to save on 
electricity
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By Ben Turner 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
Sometimes a band’s name gives
you an accurate description of how
it’s going to sound. Take the
Canadian-quartet, the
Weakerthans, for example. Led by
former Propagandhi frontman
and bassist John K. Sampson, the
Weakerthans’ sound is far from
the in-your-face poly-punk that
Propagandhi crafted. Rather, the
Weakerthans possess more of an
introspective look at one’s past
and use melody and multiple
instruments to create, well, a
weaker sound than Sampson’s for-
mer band.
Their name actually originates
from a film adaptation of a novel
called “The Lover.” Don’t get the
wrong idea from the lead-off para-
graph. The Weakerthans can rock
when they want to, but let’s say
with a more melodic and calculat-
ed formula.
Sampson formed his post-
Propagandhi project in the late
‘90s, after he originally left
Propagandhi under the guise of
wanting to start a publishing com-
pany and write more. I’m not sure
whether he ever got the former
off the ground, but considering
the fact “Reconstruction Site” is
the Weakerthans third full-length
and fourth release, Sampson has
found time to write.
Sampson’s lyrics have a very
stream-of-consciousness feel to
them at times, but on other occa-
sions, they seem rich in
metaphors and alliterations.
Regardless, Sampson’s voice is
distinctive. It contains a soothing,
average man quality. I can picture
the vocals coming from a friend
singing at a camp fire or open mic.
But there is also an aura of confi-
dence to his delivery, like that of
your friend who is never skeptical
or worried about tomorrow. 
The Weakerthans back him with
a wide range of musicianship,
from pop to folk to alt-country.
“Reconstruction Site” features an
array of instruments, from key-
boards and a glockenspiel to pedal
and lap steal guitars. 
“Reconstruction Site” is the
band’s first release on Epitaph
Records, after previously shying
away from large labels and releas-
ing their work on Propagandhi’s
G7 label and Sub City Records. 
From the beginning of
“Manifest,” it’s clear the lyrics are
the star of this album. Other than
the addition of a trumpet towards
the tail end of the track, it’s a
rather short and unimpressive
beginning. “The Reasons,” howev-
er, really gets “Site” rolling, as the
guitar work of Sampson and
Stephen Carroll is emphasized
more. The refrain steals the spot-
light though, when Sampson sings,
“I know you might roll your eyes
at this/but I’m so happy you exist.”
Ever tell an ex something like that
to get their blood boiling? 
The album’s title cut gives lis-
teners a peek into some of
Sampson’s memories of his child-
hood. Interpreting each individual
lyric is left up to the listener, but
Sampson has to be describing a
childhood photo of himself when
he tells of a little boy under a table
with cake in his hair at a wedding
reception in 1972. For the first 20
seconds of “Psalm for the Elks
Club Last Call,” it sounds like a
cover of U2’s “With or Without
You.” Yikes!
“Plea from a Cat Named Virtue”
turns up the dials on the amps, but
otherwise is pure pop. “Hospital
Vespers” is so spacey and paced in
such a way, it feels like an inter-
mission as the A-side turns into
the B. 
The alt-country sound is clear-
est on “A New Name for
Everything” and “Benediction,” as
the lap steel seems to overwhelm
almost all the other instruments.
“One Great City” is an acoustic
number about Sampson and
Carroll’s hometown, Winnipeg.
“the Guess Who suck and the Jets
were lousy anyway” is the line that
stands out and could be Sampson’s
subconsciously-programmed
response ready when people ask
him about “American Woman” and
the hockey team that moved to
Phoenix. 
From Blake Schwarzenbach and
his migration from west-coast
punk and previous project
Jawbreaker to the more melodic,
yet powerful, Jets to Brazil,
Sampson has successfully crossed
genre lines and done so without los-
ing artistic integrity. And perhaps,
most impressive of all, he and The
Weakerthans may have found a
larger following than that of
Propagandhi simply because a
large majority of music fans don’t
like a healthy dose of politics with
their music. “Reconstruction Site”
delivers, even if it is in a musically
diverse and all together lighter
manner. 
Catch The Weakerthans at the
Bottom Lounge in Chicago Sept. 27
and 28.
Fingertight borrows from
lame nu-metal acts 
By David Thill 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
First and foremost, I must
thank all the hard rock acts that
are around today for aiding in
the much desired decline in boy-
band pop acts.  That being said,
could somebody please come to
our rescue and take all of these
new hard-rock/rap acts away?  I
am not talking about the staples
of hard-rock: Metallica, Ozzy
Osborne and Korn, you’re all
invited to stick around.  The
kind of younger hard-rock acts
are the ones I am thinking of.
Acts like, oh, I don’t know, let’s
say Fingertight.  Fingertight
doesn’t know where they are
going from one track to the
next.  If they aren’t using that
time-tested brilliance that is
distortion ( pardon my sar-
casm), they are fusing piano-
laden melodies in with treble-
driven guitar riffs.  Their
album, “In The Name of
Progress,” lacks any real gener-
al focus.  All the songs are
somewhat boring and sound like
tracks that Papa Roach passed
on.  They change direction so
often that I was dizzy by the
time the CD was over.
Fingertight has an odd quasi-
emotional, uber-male feel to it.
They use lyrics that seem at
times sensitive and make us
think there may be something
more to them, but by the time
you can give them the benefit of
the doubt, they start screaming
“shut up.”  It is almost too much
to take at times, and despite all
this changing of sounds from
song to song and unnecessary
yelling, they are still mind-
numbingly boring.  One leaves
feeling confused, a bit disap-
pointed and ultimately unsatis-
fied by what they just heard, but
at least the album has some good
cover art.
However, I did like one song.
“Resurface” is a rock radio-
friendly tune that doesn’t use a
whole bucketful of distortion.
Had they used as little on the
rest of the album as they did on
that song, they would have had a
good, solid record.  Instead, they
sampled a little from Papa
Roach, Dashboard Confessional
and the Deftones, shook them all
up and tried to pass it off as a
good album.  They failed.
“Reconstruction Site”
Weakerthans
“In the Name of Progress”
Fingertight
Weakerthans craft diverse ‘Reconstruction Site’
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S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Council on Academic
Affairs heard a presentation on
Eastern’s 2005 accreditation.
In CAA’s first meeting in two
weeks, they watched a power point
presentation on the North Central
Association review, put together
by Bob Augustine, Dean of
Graduate Studies, and physical
education professor Jill Owen.
Augustine and Owen are heading
the committee for the upcoming
NCA accreditation, crediting the
university so that  aspects such as
academic degrees can stay offi-
cial.
“Our hope for the self-study is to
identify the things we do well, but
also things we need to work on,
whether or not the site visitors
think we need to work on them,”
Augustine said.
The presentation covered the
goals and processes of the study. 
They CAA added a new proposal
for revisions to the summer school
program to next weeks agenda.
The new proposal would change
the number of weeks in the sum-
mer semester. 
The CAA welcomed new psy-
chology major Lisa Hall. They also
made replacements in their repre-
sentation of the Enrollment
Management Advisory
Committee. Jean Dilworth, profes-
sor of the School of Family and
Consumer Science, replaced
speech communication professor
Doug Bock on the advisory com-
mittee. Bock will represent the
CAA in the newly formed Records
and Registration Advisory
Council. 
The CAA approved student aca-
demic waivers in the business and
education departments.
By Marcia Buie
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Tailgating will be before
Eastern’s home football game
Saturday, and student senti-
ment is positive toward the
pregame festivities.
“Hell yeah,” says Matt
Asher, a sophomore history
major. “I’m all for it (tailgat-
ing), although most of the
time we are drunk, I think it
shows our school spirit.”
“It makes us more rowdy
and helps cheer our team on, “
he said.
When asked if he or any of
his friends ever got into any
trouble for drinking, he said,
”No I never, but I have seen
other people get hassled.” 
Mary Wirkus, a sophomore
speech communications
major said, “I’ve been once or
twice. Its sort of like a social
atmosphere; everyone is
drinking and having a good
time. I and my friends usually
go home though cause we are
tired. I think I stayed for half
a game.”
Rich McDuffie, director of
student athletics, hopes stu-
dents don’t just tailgate and
skip attending the game
“Tailgating has been a great
activity that is growing as the
years progress,” he said.
“Students are getting more
involved especially when its
nice outside.”
“There will be a band for
the students in the tailgate
area. This is one of our ways
of telling the students to enjoy
themselves. And hopefully
when the band finishes up it
will indicate to the game
goers that it is time to head in
the stadium. This is also a way
of controlling the environ-
ment and keeping everyone
safe.”
McDuffie said tailgating
usually doesn’t leave much of
a mess.
“The students have been
really great with throwing
their trash away, and hopeful-
ly they will continue. But, of
course there is a little trash
that is found on the ground.
That’s when a crew comes in
on Sunday that is apart of the
building services and cleans
up but its not that bad.
“As for the rowdiness I
think that’s apart of the school
spirit, I haven’t seen it get out
of hand because I think the
students know they have a
good thing going on so they
keep their rowdiness con-
trolled,” he said.
The University Police
Department refused to com-
ment about tailgating.
By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
“Capital punishment has been an
issue of debate since the founding of
this country,” said Phoebe Ellsworth
at her presentation of American
Attitudes Toward the Death Penalty,
1950-2003, Thursday.
The event was sponsored by Phi
Beta Kappa.
Ellsworth, a psychology and law
professor at the University of
Michigan, said that the U.S. is third
in the world of countries with statis-
tics available for the number of
death penalty executions carried out
each year. 
“We have a death penalty that is
regularly imposed here,” she said.
Canada, Mexico and all the coun-
tries in the European Union have no
death penalties, along with many
other countries in the world. 
“Slightly more than half the coun-
tries in the world have abolished the
death penalty,” Ellsworth said.
In the 1970s, when Ellsworth, who
has also taught at Yale and Stanford
Universities, began her research,
she said people’s reasons for oppos-
ing the death penalty were mainly
along the lines of it being a deterrent
to crime. She said that wasn’t true.
“Nobody knew much about the
death penalty,” she said, “it wasn’t
about information.”
Ellsworth explained that people’s
views on the death penalty had a
moral rather than factual or statisti-
cal base on both sides of the argu-
ment. 
In a chart that Ellsworth showed,
the approval rating of the death
penalty tended to  correlate directly
to the crime rate.
“Crime rates actually dictate
about 70 percent of the variance in
death penalty attitudes,” she said.
In the ‘80s the death penalty
approval rate was around 75 per-
cent. Now it’s considerably lower, at
around 65, Ellsworth said. 
Part of the reason for this is
before that time, nobody had a good
“story” for opposing the death penal-
ty. 
Supporters had accounts of people
committing gruesome crimes, but
opponents couldn’t personalize their
side of the argument–until people
started to realize that innocent peo-
ple could be falsely sentenced to
death.
Ellsworth mentioned an editorial,
which appeared in the Sept. 18 issue
of the Daily Eastern News, that
talked about how the appeal in the
Anthony Mertz murder case would
affect the family of Shannon
McNamara, the victim.
“What you need is something
new,” Ellsworth said. “In the death
penalty case is the conviction of
innocent people.
“Nobody though about this. I did-
n’t think about it.”
Ellsworth said that people don’t
always have to take one side or the
other in this and any issue. She said
an increasing number of people take
a “let’s wait and see” type of attitude. 
“I think you would get more peo-
ple to support the death penalty if
they could pick the people,”
Ellsworth said jokingly “You might
even get me.”
About 140 attended the presenta-
tion.
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We are having ongoing
conversations about a
name change.
A name that will portray the diversity of
culture, religious beliefs, gender, sexual
orientation, and political inclinations that
exist at Eastern.
W i t h  M i n o r i t y  I s s u e s
Get On Track 
Minority Today
LOOK FOR OUR FIRST
PUBLICATION IN OCTOBER
If you are interested in 
writing for the NEW
Minority Today, or are inter-
ested in an editor position,
Minority Today staff meets
on Sundays at 5 P.M. in
Room 1811 of Buzzard Hall 
Contact Joaquin for 
more info at 
cujo@eiu.edu  or call 581-5867
CAA proposes change in summer school
Tailgaters show school spiritU.S. third in death
penalty executions
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Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.21)- You are the strength of someone’s world,
dear Virgo.  They are counting on you to look out for them and their
best interests.  This weekend they may come to you with a problem
asking for advice.  Do your best to steer them in the right direction.
Libra (Sept. 22-Oct. 22)- No one knows for sure what will happen in
the future, dear Libra.  Only you can monitor your own actions and
create the life you want to live.  Be careful of the judgments you
make, especially when they concern the well-being of others.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- You may find yourself in a situation this
weekend that you are not particularly used to, dear Scorpio.  Failure
is not an option for you, and you will do what it takes to make this
known to others.  But don’t be too quick to criticize someone else.
You may realize that the mistake was your own after all.  
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- You can’t be happy all of the time,
dear Sagittarius.  Nobody is perfect, so don’t expect yourself to be.
We all have our faults and our bad days.  Take those hard lessons and
learn from them everyday.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Embrace the differences you find in
others, but most importantly those you find in yourself, dear
Capricorn.  The unique qualities you possess set you apart from
everybody else.  Be you and only you!
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 17)- Life is finally on the right track for you
this weekend, dear Aquarius.  Every challenge you face is con-
quered with passion, energy and desire.  Don’t let go of that ambi-
tion, but use it wherever you may go. 
Pisces (Feb. 18-March 19)- It seems as if there is not enough time
in your schedule to get anything accomplished this weekend, dear
Pisces.  Take a deep breath and try  focusing on the things that hold
the most importance.  Your organization will benefit you greatly in
the end.
Aries (Marc 20-April 19)- Your life seems to be full of change late-
ly, dear Aries.  Don’t be too critical of these changes when they arise.
Accept them as they are and find a way for them to benefit you pos-
itively.
Taurus (April 20-May 19)- Never underestimate the power of a
kind word, dear Taurus.  A stranger may appreciate a simple act of
friendliness more than you know.  Try giving them a compliment this
weekend; you will leave them with a reason to smile.
Gemini (May 20-June 20)- This weekend, think about who you most
look up to in life, dear Gemini, and the reasons you value them so
highly.  Give respect and recognition where it is due.  Try using this
person’s example to set your own standards and expectations.
Cancer (June 21-July 21)- Don’t take for granted the gifts you have
been given, dear Cancer.  Make use of the valuable opportunities set
before you, and use them to help benefit someone else.  Their appre-
ciation will be shown to you this weekend in more ways than one.
Leo (July 22-Aug. 22)- Stress might have you feeling very distant
toward others this weekend, dear Leo.  You don’t want anyone to
think you are upset with them so take some alone time for yourself
until you begin to feel relaxed.
What’s your sign?
Amber Jenne
V E R G E  E D I T O R
Horoscopes
 This column is for
entertainment only.
Amber is only a psy-
chic in training.
GRETNA, La. (AP) — The 16-
year-old shot to death by Master
P’s younger brother, the rapper C-
Murder, was a devoted fan with
bedroom posters of his killer,
prosecutors said at the opening of
C-Murder’s murder trial.
After an argument started on a
nightclub dance floor, C-Murder
(born Corey Miller) and about five
friends were “beating the tar” out
of Steve Thomas when Miller
pulled a gun and put a bullet in
Thomas’ chest, Assistant District
Attorney Douglas W. Freese said.
The victim had dreams of a rap
career and had posters of the
defendant on the walls of his bed-
room, Freese said in his opening
statement Wednesday.
The judge has issued a gag
order in the case, and prosecutors
have not yet explained how they
linked Miller to the December
2002 killing inside Club Platinum
in suburban New Orleans.
Police have said the victim used
a fake ID to get into the now-
defunct nightclub. There were
roughly 300 people inside when
the shooting occurred. Miller has
acknowledged being in the club
that night, but has denied shooting
Thomas.
Miller’s lawyer, Ronald J.
Rokosky, said investigators never
found the murder weapon and had
no evidence tying Miller to the
crime. The only witness to the
actual shooting has lied to police
and never actually saw a gun in
Miller’s hand, Rokosky said.
Miller, 30, is charged with sec-
ond-degree murder and faces a
mandatory life sentence if con-
victed. Wearing a shirt and tie, he
smiled and waved at relatives as
they came into court for the start
of the trial. Master P did not
attend.
The trial was expected to last
about three weeks.
Miller is one of four brothers
who grew up in a violent housing
project — far from New Orleans’
tourist attractions — while the
city’s murder rate hovered near
the nation’s highest. His lyrics
depict, often boastfully, a grim
world of violence, drugs and
crime.
“Papa didn’t raise me, mama
didn’t care for me. A bastard
child, no future, no hope. The
streets took me in, so I bubble up
the dope,” he rapped in 2002’s
“This Or That.”
The eldest brother, Kevin, was
shot to death in a drug deal; he is
memorialized on a tattoo on Corey
Miller’s left shoulder. Master P,
founder of the No Limit Records
label, is the South’s most success-
ful hip-hop impresario.
C-Murder’s first recordings
came in a trio called TRU, with his
brothers (the youngest,
Vyshonne, goes by Silkk the
Shocker.) They had a 1995 hit “I’m
Bout It, Bout It,” then two more
successful records before C-
Murder released the first of his
five solo records, “Life Or Death,”
in 1998, which sold nearly 1 mil-
lion copies.
Since then, C-Murder’s sales
have sunk. “C-P-3.com,” from
2001, sold 120,000; last year’s “Tru
Dawgs” sold 95,000.
Miller has a history of trouble
with the police, and faces numer-
ous charges besides the second-
degree murder count. He was on
bail when the Club Platinum
shooting occurred, facing an
attempted first-degree murder
charge for allegedly trying to
shoot a Baton Rouge nightclub
owner. Police said a fight
occurred when the man wanted to
check Miller for weapons; the rap-
per allegedly tried to fire but his
gun malfunctioned.
Miller’s lyrics and nickname
played a central part of jury
selection, with defense lawyers
quizzing potential jurors on their
views about rap and whether they
could be impartial toward a mur-
der suspect whose nickname is C-
Murder.
One man was dismissed after
he described rap as “just about
drugs and shooting the cops.”
Miller’s bond was revoked case
after prosecutors accused him of
threatening witnesses.
Miller’s father, Percy Miller Sr.,
said Monday that his son is inno-
cent. “This is a lot of stress on the
family, but we know he didn’t do
it,” he told The Associated Press
outside the courtroom.
He said people should ignore
the C-Murder image: a gangster
who boasts about his life of crime
and violence.
“He’s a rapper,” the father said.
“That’s just a character he’s play-
ing.”
Master P’s representatives did
not return calls for comment. But
in a January, 2002, interview he
said he was praying for his broth-
er.
“Everyone has a black sheep in
the family that’s done something
wrong,” Master P said. “We’re
definitely praying for him, hoping
that this teaches him a lesson.”
Prosecutor claims C-Murder shot 18-year-old to death
Phillip Brewer,
junior biology
major
“For people to change
their view of war, and
realize peace is the
answer, because
there’s too much death
in an educated society
that doesn’t need it.”
Joe Dicken, junior
elementary 
education major
“Try to end terrorism
and everyone not get-
ting along, because
there have been thou-
sands dying over reli-
gious intolerance. ” Jeff Finley,
freshman history
and music major
“World Peace, war is
bad, violence is wrong!
Make love not war! ”
Katie Kash, junior
speech 
communication
major
“For people to be more
open-minded and
accepting of others,
because there would
be more understand-
ing. Cultures would be
able to relate to each
other. ”
Heather Posch,
sophomore 
managment major
“Egocentric fools need
to disappear because
they . . . cause more con-
flict than anyone,
because they up compe-
tition between others
like them and hurt those
that are unlike them. ”
If you could change one thing about the world...
What would you change, and why?
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Ladies Night-Players Wanted
Players Extreme Flavored
Vodka & Rum Drink Specials
$3.00
SATURDAY
Ketel One Specials
Fill Up Your Tank
W/ Premium for Less
$5.00
The Men of
would like to
congratulate
our N e w
Sweetheart
Stephanie
Howard ofAST
By Matthew Swistowicz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The lecture titled “How to Avoid a
Hangover,”  was organized with the intent
of telling students how to drink properly.
It was presented Thursday by French
Fraker, professor of the department of
counseling and student development.
Fraker talked about the reasons people
drink; to be sociable, to relax and to get
drunk.
Some of the negative aspects of alcohol
are having a hangover, doing things that
you later regret and vomiting, he said.
“Drinking doesn’t just cause problems
for the person who drinks, it also hurts oth-
ers,” he said. “People who are drunk are
more likely to commit vandalism and
harassment.
“The biggest problem drinkers on col-
lege campuses tend to be freshmen, ath-
letes and fraternity or sorority members,”
Fraker said.
Fraker said that there is social pressure
to drink, especially at college.
“If you say that you aren’t drinking, peo-
ple tend to want to buy you drinks,” Fraker
said.
He said it is very important to learn how
to think while drinking.
“You have to find that point of diminish-
ing returns; the point where you start feel-
ing alcohol’s negative effects,” Fraker
said.
Fraker said that it is possible to drink
responsibly.
“As long as you drink in moderation you
should be fine,” he said.
“I can’t really say that I learned any-
thing new, but I’m glad that the school is
trying to educate people about alcohol,”
said Jon Dean, a freshmen finance major. 
By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The torch is lit for the 20th
Annual Special Olympics Family
Festival.
Almost 1,000 Special Olympians
and over 2,000 volunteers will par-
ticipate in the event.
Kathy Andrews, Consolidated
Communications project analyst
and SOFF chairperson, said every-
thing is ready for Saturday’s event
beginning at 10:15 a.m. on the
grounds of Lake Land College in
Mattoon.
The event is non-competitive. 
“Everyone is a winner,”
Andrews said.
The opening ceremony will
include an introduction by
Andrews, a presentation of Colors
by The Mattoon High School
Junior Reserve Officer’s Training
Corps Color Guard, an invocation,
the singing of the National
Anthem, torch lighting, the Special
Olympic Oath, a balloon release
and a parade.
The Olympians will go to the dif-
ferent tents set up for the event
and participate in games and other
activities. They will receive a prize
and a ribbon for each activity. 
Andrews said the Olympians’
ages range from 4 to 80 years. The
Olympians’ outfits will feature
bright colored T-shirts and
Hawaiian leis in keeping with the
event’s Hawaiian Luau theme.
A local Elvis impersonator, who
appears often at the event, will
appear on stage.
The closing ceremony is sched-
uled to begin at 2:15 p.m. and will
include special drawings, a presen-
tation of medals to the Olympians
and a closing rendition of “Surfin’
USA”.
Andrews said the event “couldn’t
be done without the community’s
support.”
Although the proper number of
volunteer positions at the event has
been filled, Andrews said anyone
who want’s to come out and help
would be welcome.
Volunteers are very important to
the event’s success.
“We have several people who
have come back all 20 years,”
Andrews said.
Local businesses also contribute
to the event.
“Over 100 businesses help out in
some way,” Adrews said.
Lea Erwin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Residence Hall
Association discussed participat-
ing in National Denim Day
Thursday. The event will be Oct.
10 and will raise awareness and
funds for Breast Cancer
Survivors. 
RHA member Amanda
Mesirow said there was $36 mil-
lion raised in past years for this
organization and Eastern helped.
Mesirow also announced to RHA
that a pizza party will be awarded
to the participating hall that rais-
es the most money for this organ-
ization.  
RHA also approved the budget
for the year and moved funds
from the now canceled Financial
Advisory Board to the unallocat-
ed funds section of the budget,
said RHA President Nachel
Glynn.
“We reviewed the criteria for
that committee and realized that
we can take out that assembly,”
said RHA vice president Matt
O’Malley. “But we will re-evalu-
ate it for the future, as of now it is
out  for this semester.” 
RHA announced this week its
committee chair heads will be
Kevin Leverence on the Public
Relations Committee; Matt
Rosenbaum and Peter Salvadori
for the Programing Committee
and Nachel Glynn for the Council
of Presidents Committee.    
The Take
Back the Night
program, spon-
sored by
Sexual Assault
C o u n s e l i n g
Informational
Services, will
be a march of
people holding
candles, torch-
es, and ban-
ners sponsor-
ing awareness
of domestic
violence and sexual assault on
men and women. 
After the march, there will be a
camp fire and an open mic for
poetry and stories about sexual
assault and domestic violence,
said Jenn Roden, RHA represen-
tative for Pemberton Hall. The
program will be held on Oct. 2.  
The RHA also discussed week-
end hall programming, which
will start next week with Thomas
Hall on Friday and Lincoln,
Stevenson and Douglas Halls
Saturday. Activities can include
anything from karaoke, to movie
night and pool parties, among
other things, said Jenn Anderson,
vice president for the RHA
Diversity and Programming
Committee.
RHA is also
gearing up for
homecoming.
R e s i d e n c e
halls are dis-
cussing  par-
ticipating in
homecoming
a c t i v i t i e s ,
Anderson said. 
A National
Organization
for Women
speaker will
lead a panel
discussion Sept. 29. On Oct. 1 at 6
p.m. in the recreation center,
there will be a self defense class
sponsored by the University
Police Department, said Roden.  
RHA approved keeping
Andrews Hall’s basement as the
weekly meeting place for meet-
ings for the rest of the year.
Andrews Hall Council agreed to
host all future RHA meetings for
the rest of the semester.  
The next RHA meeting will be
held at 5 p.m. Thursday in the
basement of Andrews Hall.
Lecture instructs, fewer drinks lead to fewer hangovers
Special Olympics not
possible without
community support
 National Denim Day, Take Back the Night and hall programming discussed,
also cuts Financial Advisory Board for the semester.
RHA tackles campus programs
“We reviewed the cri-
teria for that commit-
tee and realized that
we can take out that
assembly”
—Matt O’Malley
“I can’t really say that I learned anything new, but i’m glad
that the school is trying to educate people about alcohol.”
—Jon Dean
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By Ashley Haussy
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Just when you thought a vaca-
tion at a secluded location was
safe, “Cabin Fever” makes you
think again.  
As five college graduates ven-
ture to the woods to enjoy their
last free days of summer before
entering the “real world,” their
party is halted when a stranger,
covered in blood and carrying a
disease, comes to their door look-
ing for help. Avoiding sickness,
the group of friends tries to get
rid of the frenzied man, but not
before they become infected
themselves. The disease begins
to spread.
Each friend slowly shows
symptoms of the disease, which
eats away at the flesh until death
occurs. What they don’t know is
the disease infects their water
supply, and slowly, each friend
turns on one another.
While trying to escape from
the woods, they encounter obsta-
cles along the way.  These
include a rabid dog looking for
prey, angered townsmen with
rifles and an incompetent police
officer who only wants to party.
Will the friends escape from the
cabin in time to rid themselves
of the disease? Or will they all be
consumed by it before acquiring
help?  
“Cabin Fever” leaves you dis-
gusted, yet surprisingly enter-
tained with comedy. The five
friends, played by Rider
Strong, Jordan Ladd, James
DeBello, Joey Kern and Cerina
Vincent, are sure to entertain
and leave you shocked by all of
the violence and gore. It defi-
nitely makes you think twice
about your next camping trip in
the woods.  However, one stu-
dent thought the film left the
viewer with too many unan-
swered questions. Sophomore
elementary education major
Chad McDowell said, “This
movie took a lot of insane ideas
and crammed them into an hour
and a half.” Despite the crazi-
ness, he said “Cabin Fever” is
one of a kind and is worth going
to see.   
The quality of this movie was
definitely not up to par, but the
comedy made it a better movie.
If you like blood, violence and
killing, this movie is for you.
However, stay at home if you
have a weak stomach. I would
not recommend it.
By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Director Robert Rodriguez
returns to his mariachi series and
does so with a bang, creating the
most explosive and grand-scale epic
of the three films with “Once Upon
a Time in Mexico.”
Starting with his low-budget,
independent, get-a-filmmaker-
noticed flick “El Mariachi,”
Rodriguez has told the story of what
some critics have called the
Mexican Clint Eastwood with a gui-
tar. As the character has evolved, so
has Rodriguez’s standing in
Hollywood, thus affording him the
opportunity to bring top name
actors like Johnny Depp, Willem
Dafoe and Mickey Rourke into the
fold with his returning cast of char-
acters from “Desperado,” including
Selma Hayek, Cheech Marin and
Antonio Banderas.
It is the revenge premise that
draws Mariachi back into action in
“Mexico.” Somewhere between the
end of “Desperado” and the begin-
ning of “Mexico,” General Marquez
successfully traveled to Mariachi,
killing his love Carolina (Hayek) but
only wounding Mariachi despite
shooting him four times in the torso.
Marquez and his army’s next con-
quest in “Mexico” is to assassinate
El Presidente by orders of drug
cartel leader Barrillo (Dafoe).
Marquez would then take control
of the country and allow Barrillo to
control much of the drug trade.
And it probably would have
worked if it wasn’t for CIA agent
Sands (Depp). Although Depp car-
ries the movie, he doesn’t do it in the
same swashbuckling way that he
did as Captain Jack Sparrow earlier
this summer. His portrayal as Sands
is more akin to his role in “Blow,”
even though he is on the opposite
side of the drug trade. Sands’
motives aren’t always clear, yet he is
responsible for luring Mariachi out
of “retirement” with the goal of
killing Marquez after the general
and his armies begin the supposed
revolution.
“Mexico” has a feel to it much like
“Snatch” or “Traffic” in that there
are numerous story lines all occur-
ring independently, yet related. It
doesn’t take much for the audience
to realize that Rodriguez will
attempt to connect them all at the
end, which he does, yet in doing so
he puts the elements that made
“Desperado” a hit on the back burn-
er.
Banderas and Hayek have small-
er parts, which is to be expected
with addition of the other A-list
actors, but Hayek is almost non-
existent as the eye-candy goddess
Carolina, and I believe Banderas
might have experienced the same
fate if he wasn’t the main character.
Carolina only appears in dream
sequences that haunt Mariachi.
While it’s Hayek in the flesh, her
presence is an unfortunate side-
note and almost nonexistent in the
second half of the film.
Rodriguez does add a couple new
toys to the playpen that is “Mexico.”
Mariachi produces an electric gui-
tar that doubles as a machine gun
with grenade launcher. Call it an M-
16 upgrade that really rocks.
Enrique Inglesias, as a junior
Mariachi, gets his hands on a guitar
case that is actually a flamethrower.
There are tons of your standard
cool-looking, powerful handguns
and small-caliber machine-guns too.
Rodriguez was his own one-man
band: writing, directing, editing, co-
producing, photographing and com-
posing the musical score for the pic-
ture. While that type of work ethic
was probably necessary for his orig-
inal creation “El Mariachi,” he has
Hollywood-backers behind him and
the film probably would have bene-
fited from a hierarchy of command.
Despite this attention to detail,
Rodriguez doesn’t take himself too
seriously as adjectives in the credits
describe the film as a “flick” that
was “shot, chopped and scored” by
Rodriguez.
By combining Mexico’s unique
cultural distinctions with the relent-
less Mariachi, Rodriguez success-
fully creates an atmosphere ripe
with action and colorful characters.
But, just as many of the characters
see their dreams of controlling
Mexico destroyed, Rodriguez’s film
doesn’t come together the way the
audience hopes it could.
‘Mexico’ hits theaters with a bang
“Once Upon a Time in Mexico”
Robert Rodriguez, director
Experts suggest staying home to avoid Cabin Fever
“Cabin Fever”
Eli Roth, director
(AP) Gospel heals all wounds
as two of the most photogenic
stars on the planet — Cuba
Gooding Jr. and Beyonce
Knowles — unite a quarreling
Georgia congregation in the
infectious romantic comedy
“The Fighting Temptations.”
The music resuscitates a plot
of pure hokum based on the
everlasting crutch of “We gotta
put on a show.” And it soothes
the irritation of Beyonce’s
slightly wooden performance
and Cuba’s tendency to overdo
any role to the tenth degree.
Never mind all that. This is a
bellyaching, foot-stomping,
hoot-and-hollering movie for
any crowd.
First, director Jonathan Lynn
(“The Whole Nine Yards,” “My
Cousin Vinny”) never forgets
that it’s a comedy. And who’s
funnier than God’s flawed fol-
lowers — those self-righteous
Christian folk who live at the
church but spend their days
worshipping the seven deadly
sins?
No one — except maybe the
sinners who never get near a
church.
Secondly, “The Fighting
Temptations” has an all-star
musical lineup of R&B, gospel
and hip-hop artists that no
audience can resist, including
Faith Evans, Melba Moore,
Shirley Caesar and dozens of
others.
Gooding is Darrin Hill, an
up-and-coming, hustling ad
exec determined to soar up
that New York corporate lad-
der. But his brilliant ideas are
hobbled by a chronic inability
to tell the truth, and he soon
violates the 11th
Commandment — “Thou shalt
not get caught.”
“We cannot be represented
by people who tell lies,” blus-
ters his pompous boss (Dakin
Matthews).
“But we are in advertising!”
Darrin replies.
As mountains of credit card
debt build up, Darrin escapes
by attending his Aunt Sally’s
funeral. A surprise comes with
the will — Sally’s dying wish is
for Darrin to revive her church
choir and win a regional gospel
competition.
How perfect — especially
since Darrin has told everyone
in his hometown that he’s a big-
time music producer. Plus he
won’t get his inheritance with-
out it.
In the time-honored tradition
of the underdog, Darrin has to
find people who can actually
hold a note — single mother
Lilly (Beyonce) and three tal-
ented convicts (rapper T-Bone,
singer Montell Jordan and
Chris Cole). He convinces them
to unite as a team and take on
the slick heavy hitters singing
their hearts out for God.
Standing in his way is
Paulina Pritchett (LaTanya
Richardson), a jealous, power-
hungry church treasurer who
wants the coveted “gospel
director” title for herself.
Cuba and Beyonce get plen-
ty of help from their support-
ing cast. As the playboy
Lucius, comedian Mike Epps
has a roaringly funny riff on
being a Southern booty-ologist
that is still tame enough for
kids to laugh at. Steve Harvey
is deadpan hysterical as the
town’s stoned radio announc-
er.
Wendell Pierce moves from
the heavy drama of HBO’s
“The Wire” to the wry humor of
the film’s browbeaten Rev.
Lewis.
“Son, if that ain’t Jesus call-
ing, you better turn it off,” he
says when Darrin’s cell phone
rings during a service.
There’s even a barbershop
where haircuts are dished out
in perfect harmony by R&B
group The O’Jays.
Like a good gospel song,
“The Fighting Temptations”
works up into its rhythm, get-
ting punchier as it goes on.
Beyonce gets more relaxed
with each song and Cuba even
tones down the wattage every
once in a while.
If their chemistry is a bit
stiff, so what? They sure are
gorgeous, and the music is
great. Go to it, y’all.
Released by Paramount
Pictures, “The Fighting
Temptations” runs 123 minutes
and is rated PG-13 for some
sexual references. Three stars
out of four.
Gospel tunes own ‘The Fighting Temptations’
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“This movie took a lot
of insane ideas and
crammed them into an
hour and a half.”
—Chad McDowell
SMOKERS WANTED!!!! What do
you like about smoking?  What do
you think about the new laws?
We want to know.  Please call Val
or Tom at 581-7786.
________________________9/19
Showtime lounge needs part-time
bartender. 21st in Broadway,
Mattoon. 234-4151.
________________________9/22
Part-time Worship Leader, must
be able to play instrument and
lead, have a heart for worship.
Call Steven Grey 235-0274.
________________________9/25
Caring individuals needed to work
with adults with developmental
disabilities in a group home set-
ting, stressing community inte-
grated living. Now hiring FT Mid-
8am and PT evening positions.
Apply in person at Tull House,
1911 18th St., Charleston: 345-
3552
________________________9/26
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-
0167 
________________________10/3
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police.  Call 348-0673 leave a
msg.
__________________________00
AVAILABLE OCTOBER: 1-BR
New Unf Apt stove, frig,
microwave, dishwasher,
wash/dryer, AC $450 per for sin-
gle/couple 117 W. Polk Call 348-
7746
__________________________00
JUST CAME AVAILABLE: 2-BR
Unf Apt stove, frig, microwave,
AC $230 per person for 2 resi-
dents, $395 per for single/couple
1305 18th Street Call 348-7746
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS -
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 2003-
2004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETE-
LY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks  from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-
4470
__________________________00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
Apt. available. 1426 9th Street.
Apartment #4. Call 549-3448.
__________________________00
Chas. 2 BR. AC and Dshwshr with
hookup. Near EIU. 526 W. Grant.
$535. 549-2578.
________________________9/23
Nishiki 12-speed ladies bike.
Excellent condition, hardly ridden.
$75, call 345-1825.
________________________9/19
2 Diamond Rings. 14k white gold.
One solataire, one diamond band.
Have papers with lot number.
$600 value, must sell, $175. Call
630-661-3277.
________________________9/22
1998 Mustang GT convertible,
excellent condition, beautiful fun
car call 348-8905
________________________9/24
Siamese kittens 7 wks. old
weaned litter trained $120 hlth.
gtd. call 946-4124 or 349-8215
________________________9/29
MUST see 1995 Red Grand Prix
good condition. A steal at $2195.
Call Russ (217)581-8026
________________________9/30
GRAD STUDENT LOOKING FOR
QUIET ROOMMATE. 3 BDRM
HOUSE 10 MINUTES EAST OF
CAMPUS ON LINCOLN AVE.
NEAR ASHMORE. NON-SMOK-
ER. $400/MONTH CALL 349-8674.
________________________9/24
Upperclassman Roommate $225
month, utlities paid, on square, 2
1/2 bedrooms large apt. Call 309-
221-6494
________________________9/26
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Congratulations to JILL POLIVKA
of ALPHA PHI on being lavaliered
to Chuck Smith of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
__________________________9/18
95% of EIU students have not
used Amphetamines within the
last month (n=471 representative
EIU students).
__________________________9/19
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
___________________________ 00
Eastside Package W/end
Specials-Lite 24 bottles $14.99,
Michelob Family  12 btls, $8.99,
Sierra Nevada 12 btls $12.69.
Kegs in stock. 18th Street at
Jackson Ave. 345-5722. GO PAN-
THERS BEAT ISU!
__________________________9/19
Garage Sale at 1896 Victoria Lane
Fri. 19th 4-7pm and Sat. 20th at
6am-6pm.  Computers, bed,
clothes, household
__________________________9/19
Natural beauty products, sport sup-
plements, diet ads, homebrew sup-
plies available at Natural Food &
Nutrition 422 Madison Ave n-f-n.com
__________________________9/19 
MARAKECH- We carry women
and men’s clothes, jewelry, tapes-
tries, door beads, and more WE
SHIP UPS 345-1388
_________________________09/19
PARTY STUFF! Leis, Grass skirts,
Wigs, Mardi Gras beads,
Bachelorette gags and games
now at Grand Ball Costumes, 609
6th street, Charleston. Open
Tues- Sar. Call 345- 2617 for
hours. 
__________________________9/19
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________9/22
1988 Mercury Topaz for sale.
Runs good, 2 door, stick shift.
Must sell.
__________________________9/23
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
__________________________9/30
SPRING BREAK WITH THE
BEST- BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS!
Now offering 3 destinations!
Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta and
Cabo San Lucas! Book early-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE! Call for
details 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
__________________________9/30
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
_________________________10/13
A “Reality” Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the “The Real
Cancun” Movie. Lowest Prices,
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-
426-7710.
_________________________11/07
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001. GO TO FAIR-
GROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
___________________________ 00
Eastside Package W/end
Specials-Lite 24 bottles $14.99,
Michelob Family  12 btls, $8.99,
Sierra Nevada 12 btls $12.69.
Kegs in stock. 18th Street at
Jackson Ave. 345-5722. GO PAN-
THERS BEAT ISU!
___________________________ 00
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TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH: Trinity Episcopal Church in Mattoon
is sponsoring a Holy Eucharist service at 5:00 p.m. Sunday, September
21, in the Newman Center.  All are welcome!  Please attend.
UB HOMECOMING: Homecoming ads and personals are due today to
the SAC Office.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
_________________________________
Address:
_______________________________
Phone: _________ Student: o Yes o No
Dates to run:
_________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
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A N N O U N C E M E N T S
ACROSS
1Acceptance
as cool, to
some
11Nuclear
physics pre-
fix
15Pop choice
16Examination
room sounds
17City on the
Mahoning
18Georgia and
others, once:
Abbr.
19None too
soon
20Royal bor-
ough of
Greater
London
22Nail-biting
sports
events,
briefly
24Knuckle-
headed ges-
tures of
affection?
25Lost it
30Subject, usu-
ally
31“I’ll speak a
prophecy ___
go”: Shak.
32Headstrong
one
34Failed to
37By and by
38They’re not
too sharp
40Level
41Memorable
sidekick
431999 Ron
Howard film
44Saab model
45Base of a
crocus stem
47Daubs
49University of
Cincinnati
player
52LAX abbr.
53Irrationality
55“Gil Blas”
writer
60Cartoonist
Walker
61Base for
some jellies
63Paranoiac’s
worry
64Gives fresh-
man intro-
duction, say
651974 Peace
Nobelist
Eisaku ___
66Lie
DOWN
1___ bean
2Certain har-
ness race
3Outfielder
Mondesi
4Sicilian
resort
5Pushes
6Synthetic
7Chi hrs.
8Corner piece
9Astronomer
Hubble
10Yoplait alter-
native
11Fender, per-
haps
12Java locale
13Pang
14Leagues:
Abbr.
21Yummy
23Bonehead
25Nathanael
who wrote
“Miss
Lonelyhearts
”
26Suffix with
smash
27Crayola color
introduced in
1990
28Painter
whose name
means “little
dyer”
29Bobs, say
33“I’d like to
give it a try”
35Role in
Racine’s
“Britannicus”
36Suffix with 
11-Across
39Joseph
Stalin’s
daughter
42Quint’s boat
in “Jaws”
46Animal on
the field, per-
haps
48Aces
49Some der-
matological
anomalies
50Name on a
famous B-29
511998 World
Series win-
ning manag-
er
54Hit hard
56Row
57Kind of
recorder
58Will of
“Jeremiah
Johnson”
59Swedish
actress
Persson
62___ and the
Dragon
(Apocryphal
book)
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A N N O U N C E M E N T S
F O R  R E N T
This week’s sex issue will focus
on the number of sexual partners
students are involved with and the
key factors that play a role in deter-
mining their behavior.
Students have asked: Is there a
correlation between multiple sex
partners and low self-esteem? What
should students do about this
behavior, and where can they go for
help?
Our expert opinions come from
Eric Davidson, assistant director
for health services and David
Onestak, director of the Counseling
Center.
Is there a correlation between
multiple sex partners and low self-
esteem?
Davidson says:
Self-esteem, the ability to value
oneself as a person, does play an
important part of our sexuality.
Self-esteem is complex and can be
impacted by a wide variety of fac-
tors. Low self-esteem can lead to
relationships with multiple sex
partners. If a person doesn’t feel
good about his or her body or attrac-
tiveness, they might attempt to
overcome those feelings by engag-
ing in sexual relations with multiple
partners. Such feelings may result
from poor body image, lack of trust
in others, actual or perceived loss of
power and control and/or emotional,
physical and sexual victimization.
While engaging in sex acts with
multiple partners might be a symp-
tom of low self-esteem, the low self-
esteem is probably indicative of
some greater problem. This issue
could potentially inhibit one’s abili-
ty to maintain a successful relation-
ship or other facets of life.
Regardless of the number of
partners one has, individuals with
lower self-esteem are often less
likely to take measures to protect
themselves from sexually transmit-
ted infections and pregnancy. When
multiple sexual partners are added
to the equation, the risk increases
greatly for both that individual and
anyone they may have sex with
down the road.
Onestak says:
Through experiences at the coun-
seling center, I have seen a positive
correlation between multiple sex
partners and low self-esteem. The
number of sex partners students
choose to have reflects their sense
of self. If students have low self-
esteem to begin with, they often try
to boost it by trying to feel more
desirable to others. They make the
mistake of using this behavior as a
measurement device for how wor-
thy they are as a person. As stu-
dents begin uncovering their initial
motivations, they often find that
these motivations began as a result
of having low self-esteem.  When
reflecting upon themselves, many
students begin feeling remorse,
knowing their behavior didn’t really
make them feel any better after-
ward. Soon, they find themselves
having even lower self-esteem than
before.
What should students do about
this behavior, and where can they
go for help?
Davidson says:
If an individual is partnering up
with several different individuals
during shorter time spans, I would
encourage that person to question
why they are engaging in acts of
sex with multiple partners. There
are many reasons why an individual
might be doing so: misperceptions
of peer behaviors, misperceptions
of how one believes she/he is
expected to behave, societal influ-
ences, low self-esteem, etc.
If you have been or are sexually
active with multiple partners,
either consider always wearing a
condom or simply abstaining from
behaviors that could put you at risk.
You should also consider getting a
sexually transmitted infection and
HIV test to determine your current
status. When initiating a new rela-
tionship that sex may become part
of, strongly consider discussing the
sexual histories of all parties
involved in advance of any “roman-
tic” moments.
Onestak says:
At the Counseling Center, we
most often work with students indi-
vidually. We do offer programs that
focus on relationships, however,
and how people decide who they
allow into their lives. It is important
they realize not everybody
deserves to be let into their bed-
room. We encourage students to
make the right choices and to only
let the right people into such an
important part of their lives.
If a student feels they may have a
problem, they should first explore
their motivations behind their
behavior, and ask themselves what
they are trying to accomplish. If
their behavior still reflects an
absence of something within them-
selves, they should schedule an
appointment with a counselor.
Counseling sessions are free to
Eastern students and can be
obtained by calling 581-3413.
Email next week’s questions to
eiuverge@hotmail.com.
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Amber Jenne
V E R G E  E D I T O R
By Max Voelker
S T A F F  W R I T E R
What do you get when you com-
bine Marilyn Manson, The
Smashing Pumpkins, Tool, as well
as two other highly creative musi-
cians?  You get the newest A
Perfect Circle album. 
Entitled “Thirteenth Step,“ the
album is the follow-up to their
2000 debut album, “Mer de
Noms.”  The line-up this year has
changed a fair bit.  Maynard
James Keenan (Tool) is still the
vocalist, with Billy Howerdel
returningon guitar and Josh
Freese (The Vandals) on drums.
New to the line-up are Jeordie
White (“Twiggy Ramirez” from
Marilyn Manson) showing up to
play bass, aswell as James Iha
(Smashing Pumpkins) rounding
out the band on guitar.
The album itself is just over 50
minutes of dark and moody instru-
mentals underscoring Maynard’s
strong but haunting vocals.  
There has been a definite shift
towards a more melodic use of
guitar, lacing complex combina-
tions of notes through the tracks.
Jeordie’s Bass is often prominent,
showcasing a feature that few
bands are willing to do: allowing
the bassist to do something other
than create a repetitive rhythm to
be drowned out by the guitar.  
The lyrics, although somewhat
unmemorable, are well written
thought out and work well with
the rest of the music.  
The total package is somewhat
less accessible to the casual lis-
tener, but that is due more to its
complexity than anything else.
Those familiar with the previous
album will certainly recognize
the feel of this one, but it is safe
to say that “Thirteenth Step” has
evolved into something more
complex than it previously was.
Unfortunately, those well-versed
in other rock bands may recog-
nize this specific evolution from
somewhere else as well.  
Anyone familiar with Tool will
instantly recognize similarities
between this album  and Tool’s
latest release, “Lateralus.”   Like
“Thirteenth Step,” “Lateralus”
took Tool in a more melodic
direction, trading heavy guitar
for a more intricate feel.  The
lyrics on “Lateralus” most cer-
tainly took on a much more intro-
spective bent, moving toward a
focus on interpersonal relation-
ships.  Most similar, however, is
the distinctive use of bass guitar,
something that Tool has been
doing for years.  
Although there are certainly
differences, many tracks on
“Thirteen Step” could easily pass
for Tool tracks left off
“Lateralus.”  It would have been
nice to see what sort of influence
the new members could bring,
but instead we were given anoth-
er Tool album.
With all of that said, it must be
noted that this isn’t necessarily a
badthing.  Tool has been making
excellent albums for years, and
to say that an album sounds like
Tool is far from criticism.
“Thirteenth Step” is an
extremely well-crafted album by
a talented super-group of artists.
The final result is a thoroughly
enjoyable album, with plenty of
genuine creativity to boot.  A
Perfect Circle is certainly still
well above the majority of the
rock scene in terms of genuine
artistry.  
It’s only real failing is its
inescapable similarity to Tool.
For fans of Tool or A Perfect
Circle, this is certainly worth
picking up, but casual listeners
unfamiliar with A Perfect Circle
would probably find “Mer de
Noms” more enjoyable.
Bowie’s “Reality” really
just a nondescript rock
album.
By Max Voelker
S T A F F  W R I T E R
It isn’t easy to review a David
Bowie album.  His catalog is
extensive and has run the gamut
from glam rock, to progressive
experimental music, to electronic
and everything in between.  He
has redefined himself over and
over again and has revolution-
ized music arguably more than
anyone else in modern rock his-
tory.  Consequently, reviewing a
Bowie album becomes fairly
skewed.  On top of this, any
Bowie album has more talent
invested in it than the vast
majority of the music scene.
This means that a balance must
be struck.  
With all of that said,
Bowie’s 27th album -he has
released enough live and B-side
albums to make any number
arguable- is really nothing amaz-
ing.  The music is well polished,
and Bowie is, of course, an amaz-
ing vocalist once again.  Even
well into his ‘50s, he can still
rock as well as most musicians
half his age.  Unfortunately, the
biggest problem with “Reality”
isn’t artistry, it’s originality.  
In the past decade,
Bowie has ventured into the
realm of electronic music, creat-
ing a new sound for himself
inspired by the industrial scene,
Nine Inch Nails in particular.
Although very progressive (if
you listen to “Earthling,” the
album released at the height of
his electronic phase, you can cer-
tainly hear suggestions of the
programming to come in popular
rock albums of today), many
Bowie fans wanted a return to
rock.  Last year he obliged,
releasing “Heathen,” a pure rock
album reminiscent of a much
younger Bowie.  While “Reality”
could have been the next step in
rock, it instead falls flat.  
The instrumentation is
nothing new.  The lyrics are
another rehash of Bowie talking
about growing old.  As much as it
pains me to say it, there’s just
not much to this album.  If you’re
a big Bowie fan, then yes, it is
Bowie.  If you are a casual fol-
lower of his work, or if you’ve
never listened to a Bowie album,
pick up “Heathen” instead, or,
even better, the classic “Ziggy
Stardust.”
The Raveonettes’ differ-
ence sound perfected on
their sophomore album
By David Thill
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Stop the presses, alert the
authorities, hold the phone and
just generally stop!  It has been
done.  No one thought it was pos-
sible, but it has been done.
Someone has come out with a new
sound! Not only is it a new sound,
it is a good sound!  Too long have
our record stores been mired in
the recycled, manufactured pop
acts that have polluted the music
industry.  So imagine my joy
when I popped The Raveonettes’
new album “Chain Gang of Love”
into my CD player and heard
music that I literally grasped for
words when trying to describe it.
The Raveonettes own a sound
that is a mixture of the early rock
acts of the ‘50s, such as Bill
Haley and The Comets, and ‘60s
British pop bands, such as The
Beatles or The Who.  Then, toss
in some mild distortion and odd
sounds that might belong more in
a ‘50s sci-fi movie, rather than a
music album.  In fact, the whole
album sounds like it was mailed
to us straight from the ‘50s and
got a little roughed up during the
shipping and handling.  But all
that being said, it really is a
delightful album.  There are
some graphic lyrics but not so
much that it mars the album as a
whole.  
The Raveonettes deliver up a
very odd sound but provide a
refreshing change.  You don’t
quite know what to make of it at
first glance; but, after hearing
their songs a couple more times,
you can’t deny those ‘50s sound-
ing pop hooks.  Their ability to
mix in the distortion that so many
acts are using with that old rock
touch is admirable and is a down
right gutsy move–one that could
have ended up costing the group.
However, I think it is one that will
ultimately profit for them.
If you are a music fan on any
level, you must listen to this
album.  It may not be everyone’s
cup of tea, but it will definitely
broaden your horizons.  The
Raveonettes are a different group
with a different sound, but it is an
excellent one.  If you like the
Beatles or The Who, and you
would like to hear music reminis-
cent of that era, then this is a defi-
nite must buy.  Even with the dis-
tortion and odd sound effects, it is
an amazing album.  Go get this
album now!
“Thirteenth Step”
A Perfect Circle
“Reality”
David Bowie
A Perfect Circle borrows sound from Tool for new album
“Chain Gang of Love”
The Raveonettes
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Friday
 Green Jenkins 
Lorenzo Goetz
Sick Day
10:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$3
 X-Krush
10:00 p.m.
Gunner Buc’s
Mattoon
Saturday
 The Rural Kings
10:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$3
 Liz Bowater
8:00 p.m.
Jackson Avenue
Coffee
LoFreq
10:00 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Local H
7:30 p.m.
$12
The Highdive
Champaign
Sunday
 Acoustic Night
hosted by Ryan Groff
9:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
September 27
Black Rebel 
Motorcycle Club
$15
Metro
Chicago
October 12
 Deathcab for 
Cutie
9:30 p.m.
$12
The Highdive
Champaign
Let’s Talk About Sex
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N O N  S E Q U I T U R B Y  W I L E Y  M I L L E R
B O O N D O C K S B Y  A A R O N  M C G R U D E R
The senior 6-foot-3
receiver was named the
Gateway Football
Conference Player of the
Week after the milestone
performance. The Redbirds
rushing game consists of a
two-headed monster in the
backfield with junior
Demetrus Johnson and sen-
ior Sha-Ron Edwards who
have both compiled 100-
yard rushing games this
season. Spoo believes that
pair of tailback threats is
what makes Illinois State
even tougher to defend.
“They resorted to a run-
ning game against Truman
State, so they have a very
balanced attack,” Spoo said.
Advantage: Illinois State
Defense
Eastern has one of the
most dominant defenses in
I-AA football which was
evident when the Missouri
Tigers took nearly 29 min-
utes to put points on the
scoreboard last weekend.
“Our defense played
extremely well and the
offense actually spoiled
what was a good defensive
effort,” Spoo said.
The defense forced two
Missouri turnovers and
every Tiger scoring drive
except for one was 47 yards
or less.
On the defensive front,
sophomore Marcus Lorick
is third on the team in tack-
les with eight but the only
weakness for the Panthers
defense has been their
inability to pressure the
quarterback. Through two
games, Eastern has failed
to record a sack even
though several defensive
lineman had Tigers sopho-
more quarterback Brad
Smith in their sights.
The linebacker trip of
Nick Ricks, Fred Miller and
Jacob Maurer have record-
ed 39 tackles and three for
losses. Ricks, the senior
Buck Buchanan Award can-
didate leads the Panthers in
tackles and is the main rea-
son why Eastern has been
able to force seven
turnovers.
“It will be a challenge for
our offense to move the ball
on that crew,” Johnson said. 
The secondary will key in
not allowing this contest to
turn into a shoot-out.
Cornerbacks Vince Lewis
and Terrance Sanders will
be under-sized once again
but have been able to count-
er that problem in the first
two games by only allowing
155 passing yards per
game.
The spotlight will be
focused on two members of
the Redbirds defense.
Junior linebacker and
Buck Buchanan Award can-
didate Boomer Grigsby
leads the defense as a two-
year captain. In 2002,
Grigsby led the NCAA in
tackles with 179 and got off
to a good start this year with
21 tackles against Illinois.
Fellow junior Antawn
Oliver is a transfer from
Eastern and makes his first
return to O’Brien Stadium
after sitting out due to
NCAA transfer rules.
Oliver has started the first
two games for Illinois State
and leads the team in pass
breakups.
The challenge for the
Redbirds’ 45th-ranked
defense will be allowing
less than their average of
320 yards and 33 points
per game. Johnson
believes that his defense
will receive a test from a
struggling Panthers
offense.
“I don’t look at their
offense and see strug-
gling,” Johnson said. “I see
a very dangerous offense
with young talented play-
ers.” 
Advantage: Eastern
Special Teams
This foundation of this
game will fall on upon the
kicking game where
Panthers kicker Steve
Kuehn is two of three this
year but wasn’t allowed to
attempt a 37-yarder against
Missouri after Vincent
failed to get hold down.
“Special teams and
turnovers killed us against
Missouri and we can’t win
if we continue to make
those mistakes,” Spoo
said.
Illinois State kicker
Stephen Carroll only has
one miss in six attempts
and it was blocked. The
problem is that block was
returned for a touchdown
right before halftime of the
Illinois game.
Advantage: Illinois State
Final Score: Illinois
State 20, Eastern 14
Football:
Eastern defense
will be challenged 
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chalkboard below it announcing her hours, the
phone number and personal messages. 
An American flagpole, entirely fashioned out of metal
scraps and what appears to be part of a chain link fence,
complete with red, white and blue, stands at the end of the
driveway; just one example of Sims’ work. 
She opened the studio, Five Points Blacksmith, in 1993. 
Sims inherited a passion for metal from her great-
grandfather, Soren Zachariason, who was a seventh gen-
eration coppersmith and vanguard of the Danish Arts and
Crafts movement, according to her artist statement. 
She tells of being spellbound as a child by the vast
amounts of his copper work displayed in her grandmoth-
er’s home, featuring lamps, kettles, adirons, and vases.
It was this ancient legacy that taught her something
crucial: “House items used daily ... all fashioned by hand
into beautiful and intricate forms, gave me an under-
standing that art could be functional,” according to the
statement.
A 1985 graduate of Eastern, Sims studied metal-
smithing and jewelry sculpture under the guidance of
professors Garrett De Ruiter and Cary Knoop, now both
retired. Sims’ degree is for art and art education.
Knoop and Sims still keep in touch on at least a weekly
basis.
In 34 years as a professor, Knoop admits that five stu-
dents were really exceptional and that Sims is high on that
list as, “one of my very best sculpture students.” 
“Blacksmithing is sculpture too, unless of course you’re
making horseshoes,” he said.
Sims does not do horseshoes. She is not comfortable
around large animals and after one attempt at, decided it
was not a necessary component of blacksmithing for her.
“I don’t wanna make tools and I don’t wanna make
horseshoes. I wanna make art.”
Knoop cites specific strengths of Sims’ work.
“She tackles any kind of project, large or small, and is
especially good at the use of natural forms in her work.” 
Sims tells that it wasn’t until she attended Celebration
on the quad her junior year that  she became intrigued in
her current profession. 
There was a blacksmith there, demonstrating his craft.
He looked like Abraham Lincoln; a detail that stuck with
her.
Sims was transfixed by the process, especially “the
banging of the anvil and the smell of the coal.” It was that
day that sealed her interest in the field.
The demonstration was crucial in her epiphany because
she had never viewed blacksmithing as art before, she says,
and his demonstration showed the “finesse,” of the craft.
After graduation she moved to Chicago where she did
her student teaching in the public schools and returned to
Charleston in 1991.
It was then that she bought the property for her studio
with the intention of using it as an art studio where she
could play with metals. 
But then, about a a year or two after her studio opened,
people began dropping in requesting that she help them
restore and replicate antiques. They asked for everything
from replicating doorknobs to repairing wagon wheels
and train cars or making tables. That was when she real-
ized that her hobby was a viable business opportunity. 
However, she noticed quickly that she did not possess
enough technical skill yet to support herself as a full-time
blacksmith and desperately needed more training.
She decided changing her original concept of the studio
as an art space into a business as well.  She began build-
ing her clientele and her body of work. 
She went to a “hammer-in,” or a blacksmith conference,
and was very impressed by a  man named Elmer Roush, a
demonstrator from North Carolina. She asked him if she
could undergo an apprenticeship with him and he accept-
ed. She moved to the Smoky Mountains as Roush’s appren-
tice for eight months, and acquired the skills needed.
Since then, she has enjoyed steady work in both sculp-
ture and functional and traditional blacksmith work. 
Highlights of her career include commissions from the
Omaha Botanical Gardens in 2001 for three iron chande-
liers. This lead to Lincoln Log Cabin who paid her a hefty
commission to make a very ornate candelabra chandelier,
incorporating traditional blacksmithing elements and
Illinois themes such as acorns and oak leaves.
Her work is also at Booth Library on the second and
third floors.
Pictures of these and a plethora of her other projects
are available on her web site, www.blacksmithchick.com,
which also offers resources for blacksmiths, pictures and
captions of Sims working in her shop.
“She is well on her way to being one of the top female
blacksmiths in the country,” Knoop said.
Sims often hosts tours of her studio, or her “smithy” as
she calls it, for classroom fieldtrips, Girl Scouts, Boy
Scouts and 4-H Clubs. She also teaches workshops and
beginning-blacksmithing classes to women.
But the most gratifying aspect of the demonstrations
and tours that Sims hosts is having the opportunity to see
a woman succeed in a traditionally male-dominated pro-
fession dependent on physical labor.
“They got to see a woman who got dirty, a woman who
got burned. I like to show that I can do it.” 
On one blacksmithing job, she went to a train station to
do repair work on a train car that involved welding.  There
were 16 men waiting who looked at her upon her arrival
and asked, “Where’s the welder?”
After completing the the job the men were apologizing
for initially doubting her because of her gender, saying,
“We’ll never raise our eyebrows at a woman welder
again.”
Sims:
Eastern grad owns and operates Five
Points Blacksmith shop on Square
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By Brian O’Malley
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Many students have com-
plained about housing at
Eastern, especially that off cam-
pus, but William O’Connor is
working to do something about
it.
“It’s my job to be the ear for
the students,” O’Connor said.
O’Connor, a senior sociology
major, is the new Student Senate
chair of the Housing Committee.
As a member of the senate last
year, O’Connor feels strongly
about the way students are being
treated by landlords and said
some of the houses that land-
lords are renting out to students
aren’t adequate.
“Half the houses look poorly
on the outside and the inside,”
O’Connor said.
O’Connor plans on sending out
several surveys and forums to
prevent students from living in
poor quality houses with a high
rental cost.  O’Connor has
already received complaints
from students about their land-
lords off campus as well as in
University Court.
“I’m working on getting  the
word out about off-campus
housing as well as on-campus
housing,”  he said.  O’Connor
also said he will publish an off-
campus housing handbook at
the end of the semester to
inform students on different
landlords and their facilities
and where to find adequate
housing. 
O’Connor was appointed this
semester by Student Senate
Speaker Mike Walsh.  O’Connor
said Walsh chose him because he
represented students who live
off campus as well as on.
O’Connor said that there hasn’t
been an off campus senator in a
long time that would focus on
the whole student body rather
than only the on-campus stu-
dents. 
O’Connor said it was his duty
to listen to what the students
have to say about their living sit-
uations on and off campus.
O’Connor conducts meetings
with Mark Hudson, director of
Housing and Dining.  O’Connor
said he is currently reviewing
multiple applications to choose
a committee to help with his
plans  for  the  semester.
O’Connor said that  any non-
senators can become a member
of  the  senate  Housing
Committee as long as both they
and Walsh feel that the poten-
t ia l  member can handle  the
responsibilities.
Student Senate committee chair aims
to help students find decent housing
“I’m working on getting
the word out about off-
campus housing and on-
campus housing.”
—William O’Connor
 Focus will be affordable
digs on- and off-campus,
O’Connor said
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By David Torbert
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Panthers will look to
continue their winning ways
this weekend as they play host
to Wright State at 4 p.m.
Friday, and travel to Drury on
Sunday.
Eastern’s first opponent of
the weekend, Wright State,
started off the season with a
loss to Western Illinois, but
bounced back, outscoring its
next three opponents 14-1. 
With the strong offensive
production of the Raiders,
Eastern’s freshman goalie
Casey DeCaulwe will have his
work cut out for him and will
need help from the other 10
Panthers on the field to shut
down the scoring attack by the
Raiders.
The young goalie has posted a
1.61 goals against average,
which is very impressive in his
early career. 
History is in the Panthers
favor as Eastern leads the all-
time series versus the Raiders 4-
2. 
In order for the Panthers to
get the victory, they will need
more strong performances by
senior Chad Dumonceaux and
sophomore Jimmy Klatter, who
have came through for the
Panthers throughout the season.
Dumonceaux nabbed his first
goal of the 2003 season this past
weekend, and will hopefully con-
tinue to produce more goals this
weekend to help guide the
Panthers to two more victories
on the year. 
The Panthers must stop
Raider forward Ricky Strong
who has been the dominant force
of the offensive attack this sea-
son. Strong leads the team in
goals (4), points (9), as well as
shots taken (14).
Scoring will also be an issue
for Eastern with Raider goalie
Jason Balach protecting the net.
Balach has allowed only five
goals on the year, playing every
minute of every game thus far,
posting two shutouts in early
season match-ups.
As for Eastern’s opponent on
Sunday, Drury has had a rough
start to the year, dropping it’s
first five games of the season. In
those five contests, Drury has
been shutout by Missouri Valley
Conference teams Tulsa and
Bradley, and outscored 21-2
overall.
Despite Drury’s rocky start to
the season, they managed a 3-2
victory over the Panthers last
season to tie the all-time series at
one. 
Drury will likely switch up
goalies throughout the match,
which should ultimately give
Eastern’s forwards good oppor-
tunities to score against
Drury’s Bradley Bodenhamer
who has struggled throughout
the early season.
If the Panthers continue to
get production from everyone
on the field, they are very capa-
ble of grabbing two more wins
over the weekend, keeping the
momentum rolling on what
appears to be a very successful
season.
By Andrew Sarwark 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
This Saturday, Eastern welcomes the Dayton Flyers
at noon at Lakeside Field. 
This will be the first time the teams will meet since
a spring scrimmage and the teams have never met
during the fall.
The Panthers are treating this match no differently
from the previous first two matches. In practice, they
have continued to the limit the contact for the game. 
Head Coach Frank Graziano said Eastern has con-
centrated on cleaning up its play for Dayton. The
Panthers have also focused on the details of the
Flyers’ gameplan. Their gameplan in the spring gave
the Panthers some problems. Dayton is a similar team
to Iowa State.
“They are very athletic and good runners,”
Graziano said.
The game will  be more competitive with both teams
battling for control, Graziano said. 
There is no specific gameplan for the Flyers.
“We’re going to stick with what we do best,”
Graziano said.
The Panthers will being to trying to kick the ball
into good position. This could be a key to the game
because in the scrimmage Dayton often looked out of
place.
“The Flyers on the field looked confused and were
caught out of position during kicks,” Graziano said.
“We benefited from it. It should be interesting to see
what areas the coach has addressed since then.  
Another thing the Panthers do well is running. If
they kick the ball well, look for the Panthers to have
some long runs.” 
On defense, the Panthers will be trying to control
the game as well as they did against Iowa State last
weekend.
Graziano hopes to see the number of bad passes
reduced in the game. 
These turnovers were evident in the win over Iowa
State.
“We won’t get away with those passes against better
teams,” Graziano said. “It is important to start now
with Penn State and Ohio State coming up soon.” 
Concentrating on victory Graziano saysteam cleaned up
play for Dayton
R U G B Y
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Phil Clemmer, a freshman forward, plants and sets himself in
preparation to pass. Clemmer attended Peoria Richwoods High
School and was an all-state and all-Midwest player. He has played
in all six of the Panthers’ games this year, starting two of them.  
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
 Eastern to play
Wright State, Drury
over weekend with
possibility of extend-
ing win streak to
three games
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Friday Night
Double Down Night
*IBP Club Members Receive 
Double Discount*
Saturday Night
Ladies Night 
$1.50 Domestic Bottles
*IBP Club Members Receive 20% off 
Everything in the House*
HOMECOMING CORONATION CANDIDATES BIOS
are due on Tuesday, September 23 to your
Homecoming overalls.
CANDIDATE MEETING
is Wednesday,
September 24 at 9:30
3rd floor Union in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room
Happy 20th 
Birthday Alli!
You are always full of
“BIG” surprises!
Love, Amy, Carla & De
Adve
rtise
in th
e
DEN
Once
 per
day
581-
2816
We’ve got the 
prescription for a 
successful
business...
The Lighthouse is open!
Come dance the night away.  
Fridays, 10pm-1am
Cover Charge: one
canned food item Soda
and Snack available
The Lighthouse is a bar alternative sponsored by 
The Foundation, 2202 S. Fourth St.  For more info 
call 348-8191 or visit us at www.wesleyfoundationeiu.org
Friday, Sept. 19th • 10 - 1
Lorenzo Goetz with green jenkins and sick day
Saturday, Sept. 20th • 10 - 1
THE RURAL KINGS
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
This Weekend @
Ope
n
11am
Italian Beef w/ Fries
4 O’clock Club
$1 Drafts • $5 Pitchers
*Party With the Original
“Live and in Person”
With Specials and
Lots of PRIZES
PANTHERS vs. ISU REDBIRDS 1:30
SATURDAY
By Michael Gilbert
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
The Eastern volleyball team will
compete in its fourth and final reg-
ular season tournament this week-
end as the Panthers travel to
Portland for the Hilton Garden
Inn/Viking Showcase.
Judging by the combined 27-4
win/loss record of the three oppos-
ing teams, the Panthers will go into
the tournament as heavy underdogs
while facing their best competition
to date.
Eastern opens the tournament
against host Portland State who
comes into the tournament with a 7-
2 record after winning two of three
matches at a home tournament on
Sept. 12-13. The Vikings defeated
Maine in a five-game marathon and
followed that win with a quick three
game sweep of Chicago State
before dropping the finale of the
tournament to University of British
Columbia in five games.
Although the Vikings head into
the tournament with a loss, Eastern
head coach Brenda Winkeler knows
the Big Sky Conference member
will give the Panthers a challenge.
“Portland State comes in with a
good record, and they are led by one
outside hitter on the right side,”
Winkeler said. “Richell Wilson leads
the team in kills per game and
digs.”
Wilson, a senior from Kingman,
Ariz., made her second straight
appearance on the All-Big Sky sec-
ond-team selection last year. 
During the 2002 season Wilson
averaged 4.19 kills per contest and
had a hitting percentage of .183.
Portland State’s head coach Jeff
Mozzochi said Wilson is turning into
a complete player for the Vikings
this year.
“Richell is doing a pretty good
developing a complete game,”
Mozzochi said. “She is focusing on
her ball handling skills and her
defense and has become a team
leader for us.”
Junior outside hitter Niki
Lambert is also a force to be reck-
oned with. The junior college trans-
fer adds more than two kills a game
and ranks fourth in hitting percent-
age at .271.
“Number 11 (Niki Lambert) is
their second best player,” Winkeler
said. “Lambert and Wilson are two
people we need to stop.”
While the records may suggest
otherwise, Mozzochi said his team is
not taking the Panthers lightly.
“We prepare the same way for
each team,” Mozzochi said. “We
don’t know much about Eastern
Illinois, but from what we have seen
they look like a good solid team with
a lot of weapons.”
Eastern will play its second match
of the tournament against an unde-
feated San Francisco team. After a
6-25 record last year, the Dons have
started this season 12-0. Only two of
the Dons’ 12 matches have gone five
games and San Francisco has
already beaten Washington State,
University of Texas El-Paso, San
Jose State and Southern Illinois.
“San Francisco is a very good
team,” Winkeler said. “They’re off
to one of the best starts in school his-
tory and will be the toughest team to
face.”
The key to the Dons’ success has
been the play of outside hitter
Brittanie Budinger. Last year,
Budinger became the first player
in Dons’ history to record 500 kills
in a season, and her total of 962
career kills ranks seventh all-time
on the school’s list.
“Brittanie Budinger leads the
team,” Winkeler said. “She is very
high in kills and is a good attacker.” 
The final opponent for the
Panthers will be the 8-2 Air Force
Falcons. Much like San Francisco,
Air Force is having a turnaround
season. The Falcons went 8-22 last
year but enter this tournament with
an 8-2 record.
Delavane Diaz keys the Falcons
squad. The senior outside hitter was
named the Falcons most valuable
player last year while leading the
team in kills for the third consecu-
tive year.
“Diaz had 41 kills in a game last
week which was a Mountain West
Conference and school record,”
Winkeler said. “She is somebody we
need to stop because she is averag-
ing around five kills a game.”
On the Panthers offensive front
look for Mary Welch to have anoth-
er good weekend. The freshman is
coming off a 19 kill performance in
a five-game loss against Illinois
State Sept. 13.
“Mary continues to get better,”
Winkeler said. “She is improving
and working on fine tuning her
game.”
With a 3-7 record to date,
Winkeler realizes the importance of
putting together a few solid games
before conference play starts up
next week.
“Wins would be nice,” Winkeler
said. “The competition is tough, but
if we play well we’ll do good. We
need to get a good feel on the court
and our biggest goal is not to be ten-
tative.” 
Panthers’ chances up in air
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Sophomore outside hitter Sarah Niedospial prepares to hit her serve at a
home game earlier this year. Niedospial is second on the team in blocks.
 Weekend competition
has combined record of
27-4, Panthers are 3-4
Friday, September 19, 2003
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Redbirds roll into town
ge 7
Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Men’s soccer vs. Wright State 4 p.m. Lakeside Field
W Soccer at Missouri 7 p.m.
Cross country Panther Open 5:30 p.m.  Home
S A T U R D A Y Football vs. Illinois St. 1:30 p.m.  O’Brien
W Rugby vs. Dayton noon Lakeside
SUNDAY W Soccer vs. SW Missouri 1 p.m. Lakeside Field
F O O T B A L L
Panthers,
Tigers meet
once more
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior quarterback Andy Vincent escapes a Missouri defender last weekend in the first quarter of the Panthers’ 37-0 loss. Vincent
outran the defender for a first down.
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
The nation’s 13th oldest rivalry among
I-AA schools kicks off Saturday as the
Illinois State Redbirds roll into Charleston
to take on 18th-ranked Eastern.
Ironically, the 2003 script does sound
similar to last season when Illinois State
head coach Denver Johnson brought his
troops into O’Brien Stadium and received a
woodshed beating to the tune of 45-10 after
Eastern had lost to a pair of I-A opponents.
Johnson surely hopes the sequel has an
alternate ending.
“That was easily our worst performance
of the year in that game,” Johnson said.
“That was the only time we really didn’t
come to play.”
Offense:
Eastern needs a U-Haul truck to move
the ball down the field. The Panthers cur-
rently rank near the bottom in nearly
every offensive category. 
“I kinda thought we might but we are
really struggling offensively,” Spoo said.
Sophomore quarterback Andy Vincent
has been efficient by not throwing an inter-
ception this season until late in the fourth
quarter of last week’s loss.  
Vincent has thrown for an average of
157 yards per game with one touchdown in
Eastern’s two games this season.  
Eastern offensive coordinator John Carr
has failed to open up the offense with a
young offensive line and an inexperienced
signal caller.
The lack of a big play option downfield
has allowed for the receiving spotlight to
be squarely set on senior All-American
candidate tight end Nick Eller. Eller leads
the team in receptions and yardage as the
Hubbard, Iowa native is the only Panther
with double-digit catches (11), more than
100 yards (103) and the only touchdown
catch of the season. In the 4-4 system used
by the Redbirds, Eller will have to find
holes between linebackers to be a quality
dump-off option for Vincent.
Carr’s main problem has been the disap-
pointing performance by 2003 Water
Payton Award Candidate Andre Raymond.
The senior tailback rushed nine times for
only 26 yards against Missouri which
according to Spoo was one of his worst per-
formance ever.
“I was really disappointed with the way
Andre ran today,” Spoo said in the post-
game press conference. “Sometimes a run-
ning back has to find his own way.”
Finding those holes and establishing a
running game while keeping the ISU
offense off the field will be a key for the
Panthers on Saturday afternoon.
The Redbirds offense is powered by one
of the most dangerous quarterback-receiv-
er combinations in I-AA football.  
Senior signal caller Mike Souza is 23rd in
the nation in total offense with an average
of 224 yards per game. Souza passed for a
career high 385 yards in the Redbirds’ 49-
22 loss to  I-A Illinois and rushed for 71
yards. By the end of the afternoon, Souza’s
456 total yards ranks him third on the
Illinois State all-time list.
“They threw the ball all over the place at
Illinois,” Spoo said. “Illinois State has one
of its best teams in a long time.”
The other end of that mixture is receiv-
er Dwayne Smith who leads the Gateway
conference by averaging 105 yards per
game. The Illinois transfer made his
return to Memorial Stadium by racking
up 14 catches for a 214 yards which was
16 yards shy of a school record. 
After two games, Eastern begins real season Saturday
Let Eastern’s football season
begin – the real season that is.
Yes, the Panthers are 1-1 this
season, but neither of those games
mean anything.
Take a look at who Eastern
played. In the first game of the
season, the Panthers got to chris-
ten O’Brien Stadium’s new field
turf with a 27-0 win over Division
II California (Pa.).
After a week off to rally the
troops, head coach Bob Spoo led
the Panthers to Columbia, Mo., to
take on Division I-A Missouri. The
Tigers sent the Panthers back to
Charleston with a 37-0 loss and
wondering what they gained dur-
ing the first three weeks of the
2003 season.
Money is one of the biggest
things Eastern gained.
The athletic department paid
California (Pa.) $20,000 to come to
Charleston and received $180,000
from Missouri to go to Columbia
for a net profit of $160,000.
On the field, Eastern came away
with an education.
In week one, Eastern learned
some valuable lessons. The most
important lesson being, Andy
Vincent is Eastern’s starting quar-
terback.
When Tony Romo graduated last
year and moved onto the Dallas
Cowboys, Eastern lost its starting
quarterback from the past three
years, leaving some big questions
about the Panthers’ offense.
In spring practices, Eastern has
several candidates for the QB job.
Vincent along with red-shirt fresh-
men Justin Duhai and Ben King
were all possibilities. Spoo was
also expecting the arrival of
Rockford-Boylan prep star Matt
Weber, but he was drafted by the
Chicago Cubs and then later
signed with them spurning
Eastern in the proces.
Spoo did add a junior college
transfer at the position in Andrew
Harris.
By the California (Pa.) game,
Spoo had it narrowed down to
Vincent and Harris. Vincent out-
played Harris in the game and has
established himself as Eastern’s
quarterback.
Eastern also gained experience
in its two games this season.
While the Panthers answered
some big questions against
California (Pa.), Missouri tough-
ened the the team up making it
ready for the rest of the season.
“Regardless of the division, we
got the experience we needed,
especially on the offensive line,”
Spoo said.
By no means are the Panthers as
good as they are going to get this
season. In an ideal world teams
play their best at the end of the
season and Spoo knows it.
Spoo and the Panthers will con-
tinue to make the little refine-
ments needed to improve as the
season progresses.
“Some positions are still in con-
tention and they should be for the
rest of the season,” Spoo said. “You
never know what’s going to hap-
pen, but hopefully you will find
that right combination of players
on the field.”
The first two games of Eastern’s
season were over before the open-
ing kickoff. This weekend,
Panther fans will get to see what
their team looks like when it plays
other teams from the same league.
In my mind, Eastern is 0-0 right
now, but after it takes the field
against Illinois State Saturday, the
record starts to say something
about what type of football team is
here in Charleston.
O U T  O F
L E F T F I E L D
Matt Meinheit
A S S T. N E W S  E D I T O R
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
By Joe Ciraulo
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern women’s soccer team’s tough non-con-
ference test continues Friday. 
The challenger: the Missouri Tigers, which was pre-
viously ranked No. 25 in the nation.
Eastern has been preparing hard this week for this
game, knowing how difficult its Big 12 opponent will
be.
Eastern has had six
games in only two
weeks, creating tired
legs and leaving practi-
cally no time for any
practice. Head coach
Steve Ballard hopes the
Panthers’ practice
effort this week will
translate into a win.  
“No one person will
win this game,” Ballard
said. 
“Everybody must play hard. We are looking forward
to this challenge with Missouri, but we are also concen-
trating on our upcoming conference games.”  
Eastern (3-2-1) started its season with a 6-0 win
against Western Illinois. 
The Panthers suffered a shutout loss to Illinois State
three days later and then went on to defeat Bowling
Green and Loyola in the next five days.
Since then, the Panthers are winless in their past two
games, tying Indiana State and falling 2-1 to Eastern
Michigan last weekend.
“The teams we’ve played so far have come out with
very high intensity trying to beat us,” Ballard said. 
“The other teams have been giving it their all against us
since our trip to the NCAA Tournament.  
“We’ve struggled some to put the pieces of the puzzle
together.”
Missouri has started its season off very well with a 4-
2 record against tough competition. 
The Tigers started off their season with wins against
Iowa, Northwestern, Purdue, and Arizona. 
The wins against Purdue and Arizona were in the Nike
Tiger Invitational, which the Tigers won.
Those two victories gave Kristen Heil the Big 12
Offensive Player of the Week Award.  Heil was also
awarded the MVP of the tournament. 
The Tigers then lost in a shutout to Mississippi State
and lost the next game in overtime to Mississippi, drop-
ping them out of the top 25.
“The two losses last weekend were very tough,”
Missouri coach Bryan Blitz said.  
“Coming into this game against Eastern we haven’t
changed our practice routine at all. We treat every game
the same.”
Eastern also plays host to Southwest Missouri State at
1 p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field. 
The Bears are currently 1-4-2 but won last season’s
matchup 2-1.
 But this time it’s futbol, not football
as Eastern takes on Missouri, who was
ranked No. 25 in the national polls
“No one person
will win this
game. Everybody
must play hard.”
—Steve Ballard, head coach
S E E  F O O T B A L L  Page 9
 Illinois State hopes to
avenge last year’s 45-10 loss
by relying on a former U of I
wide receiver 
